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New Local Officials Select
Assistants For Next Term
Local attorney, Mark BlankenJudge James M. Lassiter administered the oath of office to ship, 29, will begin duties as assisseveral incoming officials at 10 tant commonwealth's attorney.
A practicing attorney with the
this morning.
of Hughes and Gregory since
firm
Several have announced
1979, Blankenship is a
June
assistants for the upcoming adof Murray State Univergraduate
ministrations which will begin
sity and University of Louisville
Jan. 4.
Law School.
A :4rshall countian, Pal
Assisting Commonwealth's AtHowa 64, will be trial commisMike Ward in felony protorney
sioner to newly elected District
in Calloway and Marshall
secution
Judge David Buckingham.
will be included in
Courts
Circuit
Howard served four years as trial
duties.
Blankenship's
commissioner for the present
Blankenship and his wife Mona
district judge, Sid Easley, as well
as Marshall county judge and have one daughter, Morgan Leigh.
George Weeks,judge-executive,
Marshall county attorney.
Howard,a native of Bell County, has appointed outgoing District
has been located in Marshall Judge Sid Easley, 41, as judgeCounty for 30 years. He is a executive pro tem.
A graduate of Murray State
graduate of Eastern Kentucky
and University of KenUniversity
of
University and University
tucky Law School, Easley served
Louisville Law School.
The duties of Howard will in- as district judge for one term and
clude sitting as presiding judge in county attorney for eight years.
His duty as judge-executive pro
the event Judge Buckinghim is
will be to conduct fiscal court
tern
will
to
He
unable
serve.
or
absent
also woa with law enforcement meetings in the absence of Weeks.
Easley and his wife Melissa
officiale,o obtain warrants in
have two children, Eric and Don..
either county.
A Hickman county native,
Howard and his wife Viginia
Joseph Bolin, 35, has been named
have two sons, Ben and John.

by Max Parker, county attorney,
to serve as assistant county attorney.
While in Hickman county, Bolin
was Clinton city attorney and
county attorney. He also was
chairman of the Purchase Area
Development District.
Bolin, a graduate of University
of Kentucky and University of
Kentucky Law School, will assist
Parker in the prosecution of
criminal and traffic cases in
district court and act as county attorney in Parker's absence.
Bolin and .his wife Ann Kelly
have two children. Allison and
Clay.
David Salentine, incoming
sheriff, has appointed Bill Marcum,29, as his chief deputy.
Marcum has served as a deputy
for 24 years and assistant to the
coroner for 44 years.
Marcum will supervise other
deputies and act as sheriff in the
absence of Salentine.
Marcum and his wife Carolyn
have one son, Jonathan.
Incoming Mayor Holmes Ellis
reports that he will announce the
Mayor pro tern at the first city
council meeting on Jan. 4.

Kroger Company Expects To Start
Remodeling Facility In February

f

LENDING A HAND — T. G. Curd, Sr. lends a hand to make another hand of dark-fired tobacco. Curd, a
veteran tobacco farmer,says he has worked with tobacco a long as he can remember.
Staff Photc by Jennie Gordon

BY GENE MCCUTCHEON
Editor
Construction crews are expected to begin refurbishing the
warehouse portion of the vacant
Tappan plant here by Feb. 1 to
enable the Kroger Co. to inaugurate a food packaging plant.
Local officials, and officers of
Kroger and Tappan met in Cincinnati today to finalize transfer of
the Tappan property.
Kroger is taking over the 120,000
square foot warehouse portion of
the facility while the remainder of
the building and property is being
deeded to the city.
Bill Teuton, executive director
of the Murry-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, said

Kroger plans to have an engineering staff on site by Jan. 15. In addition to extensive remodeling of the
existing structure, the company
plans to enlarge the facility by approximately 16,000 square feet.
The new portion will house office
space for the operation.
Attending the deed-transfer
meeting in Cincinnati today were
Mayor Melvin B. Henley, City
Planner Steve Zea, Teutdn, Marshall Gordon, chamber president
and Dennis Griffen, a representative of Southwest Kentucky Industrial Development Association.
Teuton said the company anticipates an early fall opening
date and will start with approx-

imately 160 employees. "Kroger
expects to open a personnel office
and begin taking employment applications in mid-April," the
chamber director said.
Kroger is investing about $15
million in the facility. The plant
will process gelatin, drink mixes
and salted nuts.
A Kroger spokesman indicated
Murray "offers a location which is
both closer to sources of supply for
the plant and to the stores Kroger
is serving now and in the future."
The property is located on a 6.4
acre site on North Second Street
near Spruce Street. It has been vacant since Tappan closed its stove
manufacturing operation here in
1980.

Workers In Poland Reportedly Begin Industrial Sabotage
By The Associated Press
Defiant Polish workers are producing automobile parts that don't
fit and engaging in other acts of industrial sabotage, according to
uncensored reports reaching the
West.
But Poland's military government claims work is returning to
normal as the last strikes against
martial law are dropped.
Meanwhile, a well-placed U.S.
administration official said President Reagan will block the sale to
the Soviets of equipment for a
pipeline that would carry natural
gas from Siberia to Western
Europe. After reviewing recommendations by a high-level task
force, Reagan also decided to halt
of exports of high technology to
the Soviet Union, including computers, and suspend maritime

rights under which Soviet ships
use U.S. ports and aviation rights
under which Soviet airliners
operate within U.S. boundaries.
Reagan, who blames the Soviets
for the imposition of martial law
in Poland, was expected to announce the decisions this afternoon in California.
Warsaw R4rn quoted the
Ministry of ming and Industry
as saying 39 miners at the Piast
mine in Silesia would return to
work today after ending their 13day occupation — the last largescale protest of martial law.
The radio said today that 12
"ringleaders of the protest action
have been arrested by the
military prosecutor's office." The
arrests came despite earlier
government broadcasts assuring
there would be no reprisals if the

miners quit the protest voluntarily'.
Earlier official Polish media
reports said the 2.300 miners who
abandoned their strike last week
at We nearby Ziernowit coal mine
resumed digging Monday, and
that full production had resumed
at the Huta Katowice steelworks
where _security forces had
routed protesters
The British Broadcasting Corp.,
in a report from Warsaw, said,
-The miiitary are said to have effectively securel the tountry."
But British newspapers said today that thous;:rids of workers
have been fired for refusing to
resign from the now-suspended independent labor union Solidarity.
Uncensored reports reaching
the United Statc:,. from sources in
Warsaw on Monday night painted

Williams' Defense Lawyers Focus
On Prejudice, Publicity In Trial
"Have you had any experience
By DAVID PACE
Associated Press Writer
or relationship with a black perATLANTA (AP) — Lawyers for son that would make it difficult for
you to sit in judgment in this
Wayne B. Williams are focusing
on racial prejudice and the case?" Binder and Ms. Welcome
publicity stirred up by a string of asked Monday.
28 killings around Atlanta as they
While none admitted to racial
biases that would affect judgquestion prospective jurors for the
young black man's double-murder ment, each told of reading
trial.
newspaper stories or seeing
District Attorney Lewis Slaton television reports about the series
and his assistants asked few ques- of slayings and Williams' arrest.
"If you were charged with a
tions of the prospective jurors in
the initial day of jury selection, crime, and a juror in your frame
of mind was trying 3itiu, would you
but defense lawyers Alvin Binder
feel comfortable?" the defense
and Mary Welcome interrogated
each one carefully, often at lawyers asked.
length.
Some 700 prospective jurors
Williams, a 23-year-old freehave been called for the trial, but
lance photographer, is, charged
only. 47 were questibned Monday.
with moldering Nathaniel' Cater, 'Of that group, 17 were excused
27, and Jimmy Ray Payne, 21, two
because of medical or family
of 24 young blacks whose deaths
hardships, and two were dismissed because they acknowledged
over a 22-month period have been
they already had formed opinions
investigated by a special police
task force. There have_ been no Arabout Williams guilt or inrests i.. the at her 26 slayings.
nocence.

Of the remaining 28, 11 were
qualified for the jury pool from
which the 12 jurors and alternates
for the trial will be selected, and
the other 17 faced individual questioning today by defense lawyers
and prosecutors
The courtroom was packed
Monday with reporters and spectators, who were required along
with the prospective jurors to pass
through a metal detector before
entering.
Williams sat with his elbows
propped on the defense table during most of the questioning of the
jury, conferring occasionally with
members of his defense team.
Prosecutors are not seeking the
death penalty for Williams, who
has pleaded -innocent. Under
Georgia law, it cannot be imposed
unless a murder is accompanied
by another felony, such as rape or
k iduappiiir • or the defendant has a
i. irtion in a capital
previous
case.

BEST

a picture of defiance in Poland,
under martial law since Dec. 13.
Sources said workers at the FSO
automoble plant in Warsaw were
turning out parts that do not fit
together. Three alleged instigators of an earlier strike at
that plant went on trial Monday in
Warsaw and were to be sentenced
today.

A traveler returning to Warsaw
from the port of Szczecin said
facilities were open, but
dockworkers were merely
"recycling" cargo — loading and
unloading the same goods. About
200 former employees have been
fired as undesirables, the traveler
said.
The Katowice steel mill was

closed, according to the reports,
because workers sabotaged furnaces before security forces broke
up a strike a few days ago In Warsaw, Western observers said they
saw only one smokestack working
at the giant Huta Warszawa steel
complex.
Warsaw Television quoted the
(Continued On Page 2)

Current Recession May Be Losing
Strength According To Indicators
WASHINGTON (AP) — October's flood of deposits in the nation's savings and loan associations dried up in November as interest in the new tax-exempt "allsavers" certificates waned, the
latest government report shows.
Meanwhile, the government's
Index of Leading Economic Indicators fell for the fourth straight
month in November, but the
decline slowed to just 0.3 percent,
the Commerce Department
reported today.
The index, which is designed to
show future trends of the U.S.
economy, had fallen 0.8, 2.1 and
1.6 percent, respectively,- in the
previous three months.
November's modest decline,
while hardly good news for the
weak economy, seemed to indicate the current recession may
also begin losing strength before
long, a development that would be
in line with most analysts'
forecasts.
Economists inside and outside
government are saying the overall
economy has declined substantially in the current fourth quarter
but will fall by a lesser amount in
the first quarter of 1912 and then
wilt begin genuine recovery near
the middle of thi year.
In November, six of 10 leading
indicators dropped, with a decline
in business' total Maid assets
making the biggest impact, the
lie% report said.

Savers withdrew $1.6 billion
more than they deposited in the
beleaguered S&L's in November,
the Federal Home Loan Bank
Board said Monday.
That made November the eighth
month in the past nine with more
withdrawals than deposits, with
October's net deposit gain caused
only by the rush to buy the new
certificates when they were introduced Oct. 1.
In other economic
developments:
—Henry Wallich, a member of
the board of governors of the
Federal Reserve System, said
federal deficits do cause inflation,
disputing recent contentions to the
contrary by some of President
Reagan's advisers.
—Yields on short-term
Treasury securities rose in Monday's auctions, continuing a
month-long general upward trend,
officials said. About $4.9 billion in
six-month bills were sold at an
average discount rate of 12.448
percent, tip from the 11.138 percent of tAe previons.week.
The government also sold about
$4.9 billion in three-month bills at
an average rate of 11.89 percent,
up from 11.037 percent. The yields
were the highest since the Nov. 2
levels of 12.721 percent for sixmonth bills and 1214 percent for
three-month bills.
-7-Because the nation's money
.supply was growing more slowly

COPY AVAILABLE '

than they had hoped, Federal
Reserve policymakers voted last
month to keep pushing for faster
growth through the end of the
year,according to a report released Monday.
(Continued On Page 2)

sunny, cool
Mostly sunny and cool today
with highs in the upper 30s.
Clear and cold tonight with
lows in the mid 20s. Partly sunny and cool Wednesday. Highs
near 40
Thursday through Saturday:
Partly cloudy skies with little
or no precipitation. Cold Thursday night with lows in the teeni
warming to around 30 degrees
by Saturday. Highs will be
mostly in the 40s.
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General Assembly To Look At Jail System In Kentucky
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Something finally may be done
about Kentucky's jail system in
the 1982 legislative session.
Not the idealistic conceprof a
group of regional jails throughout
the state providing first-class
facilities — or at least those conforming to all federal and court
standards.
That would cost too much
money, a commodity the state is
woefully short of during the current recession.
Instead, there may be a few
steps to lift current jails to a level
they have not achieved previous-

ly.
The first move may be to
abolish the fee system, under
which local jailers get a $6.75 daily
dieting fee for each prisoner.
A subcommittee studying the
situation for the past two years
has concluded that the fee system
simply encourages an excess of
prisoners.
Therefore, a bill will be introduced to let the state pay the
estimated $9 million a year — now
billed indirectly to the state —
directly.
In that manner, the state could
determine the real costs of the jail
system and in another two years,
impose a tighter system of financ-

ing.
problem is the
The next b
physical con ion of many jails
around the st4te.
A recent survey by jail consulstants efrployed by the Department of orrections found that 70
jails or 59 percent of the total are
classified as poor.
The recommendation is either
complete renovation or new construction in 46 counties.
Like the regional jail notion,this
would cost money. But those
working on.the situation — county
judges, jailers and legislators —
have a suggested solution.
They say up to $2 million can be
raised for construction by adding

Polish...
(Continued From Page I)
press spokesman for the general
prosecutor's office as saying
seven men have been charged
with "leading the sit-in strike at
the Katowice steel works, obstructing normal work and seriously
damaging installations and production."
Workers at the Lenin shipyard
in Gdansk, birthplace of Solidarity, were told to stay home until
Jan. 4, the reports said, adding
that the decision appeared to
reflect official concern of more
strikes.
The Szczecin shipyard remained closed while the authorities
continued a "verification" of the

Squad Extinguishes
Truck, Field Fires

workforce, poring through
records to decide which
employees were reliable, sources
said.
Thousands of Solidarity's 9.5
million members have been arrested under since Dec. 13.
Poland's military regime
acknowledges 5,000 arrests for
martial law violations. But independent Polish sources quoted
in uncensored reports said they
knew of more than 12,000 people
interned in 49 hastily constructed
camps, and reports from outside
Poland list as many as 50,000 arrests.
In Washington, a Voice of
America official said the U.S.
government-run radio station's
Polish-language service has apparently been jammed. The
broadcasts had been a major news
source for Poles amid the martial
law crackdown.
"We haven't been able to determine how intensive it is," VOA
Deputy Director Terrence Catherman said. The jamming was
detected at 2 p.m. EST on Monday, he said.
Normal communications were
cut in Poland when martial law
was declared and censorship imposed. Reliable news reports from
within Poland have been few and
Western news organizations must
piece together information from
travelers, diplomatic sources and
others. Western reporters are
restricted in their travels.
Warsaw Radio said special

••••

Members of the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad extinguished a truck fire and field fire Monday night approximately three
miles west of Kirksey, according
to a squad spokesman.
The truck, owned by James
Curd, was engulfed when
firefighters arrived at the scene.
Cause of the fire was undetermined, the spokesman said.
The fire then spread to a field.
The truck was destroyed. No injuries or other damages were
reported.
Seven squad members with two
trucks responded to the call.

government teams will be set up
at supply and distribution centers
to supervise distribution of raw
materials. The government announced Sunday it was cutting
meat and butter rations.
Solidarity, the only independent
union in the Soviet bloc, was launched during a wave of strikes in
August 1980 over meat price increases and shortages of food and
essential goods.
"I didn't have enough meat to
feed my family before'," said one
Pole, quoted in the uncensored
dispatch. "I don't know what I'm
going to do now. ..,
The uncensored accounts said
authorities want to bolster the
Polish economy for political and
economic reasons, hoping that increased production will help offset
the curtailment of personal liberties.
The BBC reported that Solidarity leader Lech Walesa, under
house arrest since martial law
was declared, refused food "for a
while."
However, it added, Walesa
"was persuaded a few days ago to
start taking food again after it was
put to him that he should not place
his life in danger,for he might still
have an important role to play in
ending the current crisis."
In Los Angeles, White House
spokesman Larry Speakes said
President Reagan will announce
further sanctions against the
Polish government by the end of
the week.

Available January 1, 1982
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The New
High-Yield, Tax-Deferred

I.R.A.

Individual Retirement Account

We pay consistently high rates
* You may have on I.R.A. if you have
any earned working income
You may have on I.R.A. even if you
already have another retirement plan
* You may have on I.R.A. at Security Federal
regardless of where you now bank
SINGLE/ WORKING

MARRIED/ROTH SPOUSES WORKING

Contribute a maximum of
52000 or 100% of earned income, whichever is less.

Each spouse may contribute a maximum of $2,000 or
100% of their earned iuncome, whichever is less.

MARRIED/ONE SPOUSE WORKING
Contribute a maximum of $2,250 or 100% of earned
income, whichever is less, split between two accounts.
Neither account may exceed $2000.

MINIMUM DEPOSIT ONLY $400
Deposit as often as you like up to maximum allowed

I.R.A. CONTRIBUTIONS ARE FULLY DEDUCTABLE
FROM GROSS INCOME UP TO MAXIMUM ALLOWED
CALL US FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AT 759-1234

Your deposits
are insured up to
$100,000 by FDIC
% • •

Security Federal
Savings & Loan
Asso.
1300 Johnson Blvd.-759-1234

parr

"Your Future Is Important-la-Us."
Substantial interest penalty on I.R.A. deposits for withdrawal prior
withdrawal prior to age 596

to

maturity. Additional Federal penalty.for

$5 to court costs for criminal cases
in district courts.
The money could be used to
serve the debt on a revenue bond
issue of $16 million to $20 million.
Meantime, some other proposals might be instituted without
too much cost.
One involves setting minimum
jail standards — a step advocates
claim would protect local officials
against court suits.
Another is upgrading the training of jailers, who often are a
"mom and pop" team in the
smaller counties.
A third subcommittee recommendation is to centralize inspection of jails in the Department of

Corrections, so jailers will not get
conflicting orders and advice
from the three agencies now
handling inspections.
There is yet another issue which
has been surveyed by the
legislative Program Review and
Investigations Committee.
That concerns treatment for jail
prisoners who cannot afford to
pay for medical care — a question
now complicated by a lack of clear
responsibility by government
units and bureaucratic red tape.
The committee said the General
Assembly should provide for care
— including psychiatric and dental — for every prisoner in a local
jail.

The tab would have to be paid by
the government unit whose law
the inmate is charged with
violating.
Relief for some of the problems
may be in sight next July, when a
law decriminalizing public
drunkenness takesoaffect.
Drunks previously arrested and
sent to jail will be sent home or
possibly to special facilities,
relieving jail overcrowding.
Yet, there will be many instances where a drunk has no
place to go and jail is the best solution for the moment,even if no arrest is made. That will require
more money, plus an agreed arrangement among local officials.

•

Test-Tube Baby's Birth Creates
Hope For Treatment Of Infertility
NORFOLK, Va. (AP) — The
birth the first test-tube baby in
America, conceived in a
laboratory dish, was a "day of
hope" for treatment of infertility,
says the physician who conducted
the procedure.
Elizabeth Jordan Carr, who is 1
day old today, is "perfectly normal," said Dr. Fred Wirth, the
pediatrician attending the
delivery by Caesarean section at
7:46 a.m. Monday at Norfolk
General Hospital.
Judith Carr, a schoolteacher
from Westminster, Mass., had
had three abnormal pregnancies,
forcing the removal of her Fallopian tubes that are necesssary for
normal fertilization.
"This condition made it completely impossible for Mrs. Carr to
become pregnant except by the
process of in vitro fertilization,"
said Dr. Howard Jones, who runs
the in vitro clinic here with his
wife, Dr. Georgeannna Jones. In
vitro — "in glass" — means
isolated from the living organism.
"What a wonderful Christmas
present for them," said Jacqueline Bachman, who moved into

the Carr's former home three been born in England and
weeks ago when they moved to Australia, including one to an
another neighborhood. Mrs. Carr, American couple in England
28, is a school teacher and her hus- earlier this year.
Five women treated at the Norband, Roger, 30, is a mechanical
folk clinic are pregnant, and there
engineer.
Since Drs. Patrick Steptoe and are thousands on the waiting list.
Jones said there is a pool of
Robert Edwards pioneered the
/
2 million involuntarily inprocess in England with the birth about 21
of Louise Brown in July 1978, fertile people who could be helped
about 20 test-tube babies have by in vitro fertilization.

China Cools Feelings
WASHINGTON (AP) — China is
cooling its ardor toward the
United States as part of a longrange policy aimed at enhancing
its position among Third World
nations, American officials say.

cess. It apparently has concluded,
the officials said, that the campaign was being hampered by its
close identification with the
United States.
The Chinese have indicated they
feel somewhat uncomfortable
The officials, who asked not to with President Reagan, partially
be identified, said the Chinese because of his campaign
policy has added a new and statements last year about the
divisive dimension to Sino- desirability of "official" U.S. ties
American ties, already clouded by with Taiwan.
Even though Reagan retracted
uncertainties over future U.S.
that statement, U.S.-Chinese relamilitary relations with Taiwan.
China has been trying to gain tions have not prospered as they
clout with Third World countries did under the Carter administrafor years with only marginal suc- tion.

President To clear Paper Work
Before New Year's Eve Festivities
By LINDA DEUTSCH
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — President Reagan, fresh from an encounter with the brush and
firewood at his ranch, was returning to desk duty today to clear
away a year-end pile of legislation
that included bills on defense
spending, Social Security and
foreign aid.
The president was expected to
sign most of the measures, including those giving the Defense
Department a record $199.7 billion
and salvaging the $122-a-month
minimum Social Security payment for some 3 million
Americans.
White House officials said
Reagan planned to act on all 36
bills before him before his trip
Wednesday to Palm Springs for
New Year's festivities at the home
of publisher and former ambassador Walter Annenberg.
Among the other bills awaiting
the president's signature was one
allocating $11.5 billion for foreign
assistance, including $2.2 billion
for Israel.
Another measure tightens

eligibility requirements for coal
miners to receive black lung
benefits and doubles the tax on
coal to shore up the fund that pays
the benefits.
Although Reagan and his wife,
Nancy, came to California for a
brief vacation, the pressures of
national business followed the
president Monday — even during
a quick helicopter visit to his
hilltop ranch near Santa Barbara.
The White House press office
said Reagan spent about 20
minutes receiving a telephone
report from Vice President
George Bush, presidential
counselor Edward Meese HI and
the acting national security adviser, Adm. James Nance. All are
members of the Special Situation
Group which has been evaluating
U.S. options on Poland.
The flood of year-end legislation
was highlighted by the military
spending bill that cleared Congress earlier this month. It is $1.1
billion short of Reagan's original
request and $9 billion below the
original version voted by the
Senate. However, the compromise
version is $2.25 billion above the

amount approved initially by the
House.
The bill provides an increase of
more than $28 billion over the
amount appropriated for the Pentagon in the fiscal year ended
Sept. 30 — a boost that exceeds the
total budgets of many Cabinet
agencies and is a big down payment on Reagan's rearmament
program.
The Social Security legislation
offers a reprieve to those at the
bottom of the benefits ladder who
had been scheduled to lose their
minimum payment in March.
Reagan proposed the cut as a
budget-cutting maneuver and got
Congress to go along. But he
reversed course in the face of a
political firestorm and Congress
was glad to grant his request to
restore the minimum benefit.
The bill preserves the $122 a
month ,for about 3 million people
already receiving it, but prevents
most new receipients from coming on the minimum benefit rolls.
The minimum benefit goes to
those whose Social Security contributions otherwise would qualify
them for less than $122 a month.

Police Feel U.S. General Still Alive
ROME (AP) — Police say a
photo released by the Red
Brigades terrorists of kidnapped
U.S. Brig. Gen. James L. Dozier
suggests the general is still alive
and resisting his captors.

European Command, was kidnapped from his Verona apartment
Dec. 17.
Experts at the Interior Ministry
in Rome were examining the
photo, found in a trash can in
Milan on Sunday,to determine if it
is
a montage. An anonymous
of
the
Dozier,
the
wife
Judith
general, identified the man in the caller told the Italian news agency
picture as her husband and said it ANSA where to find the picture
raised her hopes, NATO officials and a short communique.
Police had no immediate exat Dozier's base in Verona said.
Dozier, the highest-ranking U.S. planation of why the terrorists
Army official in NATO's Southern might have made the montage,

Economy...
(Continued From Pagel)
The Federal Open Market Committee agreed at a Nov. 17
meeting to target growth through
this month for the measure known
as Ml-B — cash plus most checking accounts — at the same annual
rate of 7 percent which was set
during October.
The report on the meeting said
Ml-B grew in October at an annual rate of 3% percent. For the
year through November, committee member Anthony Solomon
said in a speech last week, the MIB money supply grew at an annual
/
2 percent, while the
rate of only 21
committee's overall target for

1981 was 31
/
2-6 percent.
For the troubled savings and
loan associations, November was
the 11th straight month their net
worth dropped, officials said, with
a decline of $636 million to about
$27.9 billion.
The new report said the
slowdown in the growth of "allsavers" balances — from October's $16.5 billion gain to $2.5
billion in November — seflected
both lower November Interest
rates on the certificates and the
fact that the initial rush to purchase them may have used up a
large portion of the potential
market.

but a Communist senator and
several newspapers suggested it
was an indication that the 50-yearold general was refusing to
cooperate with his captors.
The picture shows Dozier
holding a placard covered with —
anti-American slogans under a
banner bearing a five-pointed star
and symbol of the Red Brigades.
Police said they believe the
placard was superimposed on the
photo.
The Red Brigades have not
made any demands for the
general's release, and American
and Italian officials have been
firm in their refusal to negotiate
with the terrorists.
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Poles won't get
needed chance
The specific grievance cited by Polish shipyard
workers who went on strike in Gdansk 16 months
ago was a government decision to boost meat
prices. But, as subsequent events made abundantly
clear, the Gdansk strikers and their leader — an
unknown electrician named Lech Walesa — were in
fact striking against a depised political and
economic system that most Poles would repudiate
if they could.
Now,the man who controls Poland's government,
its Communist Party, and its army has resorted to
draconian measures to ensure that Poles never get
the chance.
Polish Premier Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski
declared a state of emergency, imposed martial
law, and placed an army "Council of National
Salvation" in charge of the country. Some 1,000
leaders of the Solidarity trade union movement
were arrested. Solidarity itself was "temporarily"
outlawed. And a martial law edict threatened execution for anyone refusing to work or obey government orders.
Lech Walesa's fate and whereabouts were
unknown. Government spokesmen reported that
Solidarity's president was "negotiating" with officials, but that may well have been a euphemism
for detention.
There seems too little reason to doubt that these
stunning developments amount to just what they
appear: An all-out effort to crush the 10-million
member Solidarity movement and to renege on the
unprecedented reforms conceded by successive
Polish governments during the last 15 months.
If so, the trouble in Poland may be just beginning.
Indeed, the scattered reports leaking out of Poland
told of workers in several factories staging sitdown strikes in defiance of martial law. The
government's answer to that was the dispatch of
troops to seize dozens of factories throughout the
country. What else may be happening inside Poland
is difficult to determine because the government
has severed most communication links to the outside world and Western journalists have been confined to Warsaw.
Still, some things are obvious. Troops can occupy
factories and mines, but they can't make steel or
dig coal. If embittered Polish workers simply
refuse to work, or if they engage in passive
resistance by working in slow motion, the government's options are limite,d at best.
If Jaruzelski resorts to the use of ultimate force,
he must ask himself if the Polish army will fire on
adherents of a movement whose membership includes, roughly speaking, a representative from
every family in Poland. And if the troops are
ordered to fire and don't, Jaruzelski will have
played his last ace and failed.
In that event, he may call on the Russian army.
These, then, are the risks accepted by Jaruzelski
in eschewing further negotiations with Solidarity.
Those talks could have continued, notwithstanding
the recent calls by some Solidarity militants for
free elections next year and for a de facto referendum on whether Poland should continue to be a
Communist country. The consequences of the
government's resort to martial law rest squarely
with those who imposed it.
The Reagan administration, and its allies, should
respond to events in Poland by asking two questions. First, how best to bolster Solidarity now that
the movement's very existence is threatened? Second, how can the Soviets be dissuaded from using
the jackboot themselves if Jaruzelski's crackdown
falters?
Whatever Poland's workers do, the country will
still face staggering internationaLdebts that it cannot now pay and increasingly serious food shortages. The U nited States and other Western powers
can and should help by rescheduling debts and
donating food, but only if the government eases its
repression of Solidarity and renews negotiations
with Lech Walesa.
As for the Soviets', they should be told once again
that direct interference in Poland would vastly
diminish any prospects for future arms control
negotiations,trade concessions, and the survival of
other remnants of "detente."
The Reagan administration must see that
diminished Soviet control over Moscow's empire
serves Western interests, not to mention those of
such captive peoples as the Poles. The mounting
crisis in Poland puts that recognition,and the will to
do something about it, to the ultimate test.

garrotes galley

by m. c. gorrott

Very thought gf another depression
sends shivers up and down the spine
With a new year just over the hill,
you hear a lot of talk about another
Depression with the nation's
economy in such shambles, and the
very thought of such a thing sends
shivers up and down my spine.
If we have another one, only the
good Lord knows how I could make it.
I was almost a teenager when the
Great Depression of 1929 hit, and.
although I must admit I didn't fully
realize what was taking place. I do
well remember how hard my parents
worked to hold things together.
They shielded us from hardship. I
don't think I ever really knew how
difficult things were for them. As I
grew older, though. I got the over-all
picture, and not only realized, but
marveled at what they did and how
they did it to make ends meet.
The sad thing is that both of them
are gone now — both well before their
time — and I never really sat down
and sincerely, expressed Jmy appreciation and admiration for them.
They both should have received
medals for service beyond the call of
duty.
I am sure the same could be said of
thousands of other parents who came
through those difficult times, but I
can speak only of what mine went
through for our family and gratefully
recall some of the things they did to
do it.
•••
Dad and Mom raised and "put up"
just about everything we had to eat in
those days.
He sold life, health and accident insurance for a Kansas City-based
company — one whose policies carried premiums well above competition. Theirs were hard to sell, but
Dad sold them, traveling the eight

counties in Kentuck) west of the Ten
nessee River. He was a good
salesman.
He had to be to sell — above all
things, insurance - in those depressed, hard economic times. Insurance
was just about the last thing most
people could afford and the first thing
they let go when the going got rough.
I remember how we all rejoiced
when he would come in and proudly
announce that he had "written a
policy." Those occasions, however,
became few and far between as the
1930's and the Depression wore on.
Things gradually got better,
though, under Mr. Roosevelt's -Nei%
Deal," and Dad and Morn, vvho
thought FDR hung the moon, managed to keep us fed,clothed and housed.
They managed to hang on to the
family car, as essential to an insurance man as a hammer is to a carpenter, and did it all with great
dignity.
I've heard many who grew up during the Depression say that they
-were poor but didn't know it."
That's the way we were. I'm sure
Mom and Dad knew it, but they never
conplained or let on to us about how
tough things were.
•••
Dad was a master gardner Almost
everywhere we lived in Mayfield, he
had a garden.
He • would get up well before
daybreak and work his rows until
breakfast time before cleaning up
and going out to sell his insurance. If
he got home before dark, he would be
out there again, battling the weeds
and bermuda grass with hoe and
rake. He never heard of a rota-tiller.
We had all kinds of good vegetables
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Most of the time we had at least one
cosy, and generally two, to keep us in
fresh milk, and there were years
when he would feed out some hogs for
meat.
He would pick up 4, or 5 pigs,
weighing about 40 pounds each, in the
fall, and more than once he would.brleg them home in the back seat of the
car.
These he would feed until
sometime in January or F'ebruary
By then they would he weighing 200
pounds or more and ready to kill.
With the help of neighbors and
friends, he would do this on a bitter
cold day and the meat would be
salted down.
, •••
of chickens to eat, too,
lots
had
We
as well as eggs from laying hens who
ing'emously hid their nests in the
sta ble
As the hens got older and quit laying. Mom would serve them up in
huge, steaming bowls of chicken and
dumplings.
Dad always hail several hundred
chickens for frying We had a
brooder house, complete with brick
oven, and on some of those bitter
cold, chilling late winter days it was
the warmest spot on Ulf' place.
It was ;in exciting tune for us all
ti hen tic wou!d bring in the baby
chicks in big, square cardboard

one
boxes and gentl) place them
on heavy brown paper
by one
which had been plat ed over sawdust
My brothers and I helped by keeping the waterers upside-down jars
and the many little
on a tray
feeders with the holes in them full of
finely-ground grain We would lose a
few of the chicks as we went along.
and it always saddened us to watch
as Dad would pick up the little, dead
birds and toss th:!ni into the brooder
furnace
It wasn't long. though, before those
that lived were big enough to turn out
into the barnyard, and before we
knew it, Mom had plattei s of golden
fried chicken on the table
I never learned t,, w title. a
two
chicken's neck like slie could
or three fast turns al oond, a quick
jerk and off come the head
Sometimes she would have three or four flopping around in the erass
Soon they were still and eadv for her
scalding water and plo meg

•••
I have nil green thuint M gardens
have been the laughing stork of the
neighborhood My best crops have
been weeds I don't have spare for a
co*ipigs or chickees. arid I couldn't
mv if,
wring a t•hicken•s
depended on it
Sonic if the oft qui +A il arid so
called "economists" are predicting
an upturn in our economy in 1982, and
let's hope and pr.. ,b.4t they are
right
I shudder at the thr,?,t of them being wrong and at tht vrospect of me
having to have to get out and grub it
out like my good daild‘ did
He was sometime

Looking back
Dec 27, accordinP to Mrs Esc()
Ten years ago
All of Calloway County Schools (;unter, local librarian, and Edna
were to reopen Jan. 4 following Darnell, regional librarian
Dr, Charles Mercer, son of Mr and
Christmas and New Year's holidays,
according to William B. Miller, Mrs. Charles Mercer, had been inducted into Air Force after comsuperintendent.
Kathy Lockhart, Esabelle Has and pleting a part of his residency in inKen Miller were Murray State ternal medicine at Miami, la
Thirty years ago University students who were to
claudie Ham dime .Ann
spend part of their between-semester
vacations in Detroit on a project and Wright Petty were killed in a
designed to strengthen Baptist stu- two-vehicle accident south of
dent work at Wayne State University. Puryear. Tenn., Dec 27
Lochie Faye Hart, daughter of Mr.
Twenty years ago
Murray-Calloway County Regional and Mrs George Part, is a Jour
Library had received a collection of nalism student at Stephens College.
139 volumes at a cost of $593.75 on Columbia, Mo

Today in history
Toda'y is Tuesday. Dec 29, the.
363rd day of 1981 There are two days
left in the year.
Today 's highlight in history:
on- Dec 29. 1170, Archbishop
- Thomas :1 Becket was murdered at
the altar in the Cathedral of Canterbury. E n g;and.
In 197j. Philippines President Ferdinand Marecs ended his elected
term and named himself dictator.
And in 1979, Afghanistan's new
prime minister hinted of post-coup
purges and called for the trial of
followers of the regime he ousted

Thoughts In Season
By Ken Wolf
Since the famous "Fighting Irish" of Notre Dame
are finishing a less than spectacular football
season,it might be a good time to recall these words
of admonition written by Bill Toohey, former campus chaplain at Notre Dame:
The God I believe in doesn't cause fumbles or
help with -4reethrows, and his Mother isn't
specially assigned to assist fourth-quarter
heorics of Catholic quarterbacks. God doesn't
win games. Men and women do. God's desire
is to win people.
Toohey went on to add that "prayer is our answer
to God's question, not his answer to our question."
A heavy thought — winning season or not.

to eat. and many a neighbor of Dad's
would wake up to find a basket of
on their
fresh ones - all kinds
doorstep_ He -was proud of his
gardens, and took great delight in
sharing what they produced. There
also was plenty for Morn to "put up.••

by john cunniff

business mirror

Americans' economic impact great
NEW YORK ( AP ) — While every
financial institution is busily promoting its economic forecast for
1982, Anierican households are making their own. with far lessofanfare.
This is unfortunate, because what
families are deciding to do or not to
do amounts almost to an economic
dictate, affecting retailers, car
makers, banks and sellers and
buyers of homes,to name just a few.
Their decisions have an impact on
wage scales and government spending and mammoth capital expansion projects, and in some
small or large way on just about
everything else in the multi-trillion
dollar economy.
Their decisions are not made in
isofa tion, of - course, berause- *art
Iheinleraction -OT
. buyer and seller, producer and consumer, supply and demand. But if
yod check bark over the past year or
so you'll get sonic small idea of who
has really called the shots.

to WIWI( IZe themselves
Where will stocks go" Why they'll
go soaring to 1200 on the bow Jones
industrial average, says a brokerage
firm. And gold' To $600 says one socalled authority And prices' Inflation is corning down all the experts
say so A el a :thout your even asking, they if tell you that interest rates
The immediate reason for their
will fall too, and the rocession will
failure lies with, a consumer who
end In Ma}
balked at the prices asked and the inTo check bat.k on such forecasts is
terest rates demanded, and who
hardly worth the effort, but if you
thereby exercised his option to keep
really want t is size thcri4 -up-you -may
the old jalopy another year or two.
read a lei newspapers from
There are deeper reasons' too, of
September, in which you will find the
course, but you might say they Were
establishment of forecasters, inmerely material for the final. buy-orcluding those of the Federal Reserve
not-buy decision made by the con_old the White House, telling the uninsumer
"Tfornied masses that they could look
att ermitirritc Pitk
r-----Ar
!tame-c•mturne
- .W bat wilt that
think- about rarattiarrs- yty:turr'' Wtr- — --The puhttr-ri 1 't even bother lookmg, of cOltrw. because at that very
don't know. What we certainly do
time they were boarding up the waiknow a lot about, is something of
l:lows and ready mg their households
which. we can do with less, which is
for a reel s.-oon that now Is likely lobe
of
"
ed
opinions
"experts
the unsolicit
st in decades
one of tro
who use the beginning of a new year
The Big Three automakers, for example, have not had the upper hand.
Despite their mighty financial and industrial power, they've been unable
to have their kind of market Instead,
they have had to revise their production schedules, close their plants and
settle for less

with Soviet help
Ten years ago: Britain announced
it would withdraw all its forces from
Malta, signaling the end of its long
military connection with the Mediterranean island
Five years ago Violent f.utbreaks
were reported south of Peking,
China, with blame pho ed on dissident followers of the widow of Mao
Tse-tung
One year ago The Carter administration vowed not to pay Iran
one cent until all 52 Americans held
hostage there were released.
Today's birthdays Sweilish-born
actress Viveca Lindfors is (1, ballet
star Gelsey Kirkland is 29.
Thought For Today -When fortune knocks, open thr door " German proverb
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Tona Camp Mina' ted
At Rainbow Meeting

Picture Needs Correct Frame

CHICAGO (AP) —
Although most people
know what kind of art
they like, they sometimes
have difficulty choosing
the right frame for a particular picture, says an
By Abigail Van Buren
expert in the field.
"A frame should be in
proportion to the size and
characteristics of the art
— not overpowering it,
yet strong enough to contain it," says Dave KlitDEAR ABBY: Around the first of the year you had a lot of zky, president of a chain
letters in your column advising men to wear boxer shorts, of do-it-yourself framing
instead of the tight kind that hugged the body, if they store.
wanted to become fathers.
It so happened that my wife and I had been trying
unsuccessfully for years to have a child. The doctors found
nothing wrong with either one of us, but none could help us.
Presbyterian Church.
The last doctor told us to give up and adopt a baby.
dorcas meet
Then we saw the letters in your column recommending
wow dance
boxer shorts to increase fertility. We both laughed, but my
Kimber Bentley, stu- A New Year's Eve wife said, "Let's try Abby's suggestion for just one month,"
dent at Murray State Square and Round Dance so I bought three pair of boxer shorts and started to wear
University, presented a will be Thursday,Dec. 31, them. Guess what? The second month my wife got pregnant!
On Nov. 19 she gave birth to a beautiful baby girl. She
DEAR DR. LAMB — Can
program of music at a from 7:30 p.m. to 1 a.m.
weighed 7
6 ounces and we named her Catherine you give me some informasocial by Dorcas Sunday at Woodmen of World Ann-Marie.pounds
tion on impotence? I'm 61,
(I'm enclosing her picture.)
School Class of First Bap- Hall.
God bless you, Abby. My wife, Carol, and I both love you in good health, jog and
tist Church Dec. 17 at This is open to all in- for your wonderful column in the Cedar Rapids Gazette. exercise daily, but I have
GALEN A. LUKE, CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA borderline high blood preshome of Lucy Lilly. She terested persons, a
sure. I take Dyazide and
was accompanied by spokeman for the dance
DEAR GALEN: Congehtulations to you and Carol. Combipres for it. My wife
Allene Knight, pianist.
group said.
Catherine Ann-Marie is indeed a beautiful baby. May and I had intercourse at
Gifts were presented to
least once a week with no
the Lord richly bless you and your family.
trouble at all prior to her
grace service
Roberta Tarry, class
passing away a year ago. I
.• •
teacher, and Halene
A watchnight service
have since remarried to a
Visher, assistant teacher. will be at Grace Baptist
DEAR ABBY: I'm a bachelor living alone. There's wonderful woman who is 10
Mildred Nance, assistant Church New Year's Eve
another bachelor in my building who drops in often,and we years my junior. I can
president, presided.
always be ready but then I
night starting at 7:30 p.m. rap. He seems like a nice guy,
all he talks about is his sex lose it, which is quite
Refreshments were Special singing and life — which according to but
him is terrific! His biggest
served by Lilly and Ruth refreshments will be in- complaint is that once he scores with a woman he can't get embarrassing to both of us. I
asked my doctor if the drugs
Caldwell, hostesses, cluded, according to rid of her.
would cause this. He says
I don't know whether to believe him or not. He certainly no, that it is probably
assisted by Hazel Beale, Leland Peeler, church
from
Elaine Brown, Cozy Mc- music director, who ex- doesn't look like a ladies' man,and I've never even seen him the thought of losing my
with a date.
wife and might be a mental
Cuiston, Enid Sanders tended an invitation to
What is your opinion of a guy who is illways talking about block that would pass.
and Florence Shoemaker. the public.
sex?
DEAR READER — In the
Also present were Sue
DOUBTING THOMAS IN THOMASVILLE, GA. past 10 years medicine has
pwp dance
Fairless, Sue Tuttle,
begun to come out of the
DEAR THOMAS:He's probably doing what he does dark ages about impotence.
Katie Outland, Eva
Greater Paducah
It is a very frequent probHundley, Thelma War- Chapter of Parents best. Talking.
lem and it is a symptom of
ford, Jessie Wooden, Without Partners will
*0*
many disorders that deserve
Virginia Pogue, Ruth sponsor an open New
medical attention. There is
Calhoun, Martha Cherry, Year's Eve dance at Ar- DEAR ABBY: You said you couldn't understand why
Lula Belle Hodges, mory, 1800 Clark St., anybody would refuse to share a recipe. The enclosed poem
Pauline McCoy, Frances Paducah,from 9 p.m. to 1 may give you a clue:
She didn't have potatoes
E. Brown, Doris Rose, a.m.
So she used a cup of rice.
Two local men have
Gladys Leach, Louise
Music will be by "The She couldn't find paprika
completed
Air Force
Miller, Bess Kerlick and Ramblers." Advanced So she used some other spice.
basic
trainin
g at
Lemma Warren.
tickets for members and Tomatoes weren't in season
Lackland Air Force Base,
So she used tomato paste.
their guests will be $6 The whole can — not
Texas, according to a
shower
a cup, dear
each. Tickets at the door She couldn't bear to waste.
release from Army and
A tea-shower and "old will be $8 per person. And now she isn't speaking;
fashioned pounding" for Setups will be available She's convinced I pulled a fast one.
Mr. and Mrs. Jamie and free party favors will So don't ask me for a recipe —
That one was my last one!
McMillen and children, be given.
MT. VERNON, OHIO
Billy and Nickie, who lost
Glenn Riley said

Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
tor Girls met Tuesday,
Dec. 15, at 7 p.m. at lodge
hall.
Trisha Clark, worthy
advisor, and Pam Alexander, mother advisor,
presided. An initiation
was conducted with the
degrees of the order being conferred upon Tona
Camp.
Other members pre-

sent were Marla Bailey,
Kelly DeWitt, Lisa Allen,
Lana Lasater, Clarisa
Thorn, Cindy Tucker,
Angie Thweatt and
V ickey Weatherford.
Adults present were
Ricky Alexander, Roy
Clark, Earl Allen, Dollie
Clark, Sybil Lasater and
Twila Coleman.
The next meeting will
be Tuesday, Jan. 5, at 7
p.m.

Boxer Shorts Bear
Many Blessings

datebook

"In many cases a picture's tonality will suggest the best frame,"
says Klitzky, who heads
the Great Frame Up. "If
you're working with
warm tones, try a warm
wood frame; cool tones
would suggest a darker
wood frame or metal
frame."

Klitzky suggests that
tbe visual weight of a picture can sometimes be a
guide to how wide the
frame should be. If the

visitors arwelcome. For
information persons may
call 1-444-9604 or 1-442- Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
6390.
ceremony, get Abby's new
booklet. Send $1 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (37 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne Blvd.,
Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.

Nobody leans on Sharky's Machine.
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Air Force Hometown
News Directorate, Kelly
AFB,Texas.
They are David B.
Tackett, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph M. Tackett,
Rt. 1, Almo, and Charles
W. Holt,son of retired Air
Force Techn-ical
Sergeant and Mrs. Alden
R. Holt, Jr., Rt. 1, Almo.
Holt is a 1980 graduate of
Calloway County High
School.
The two airmen, who

Shari McClure of Murray

On Sale At Our Box Office

NM@

Charles W. Holt

a

Lost 30 Lbs. In 8 Weeks.

trim the picture to fit an
existing frame's size;
remember, the frame is
subordinate to the picture
and should follow its
dimensions. Avoid choosing the frame to match
furniture or wall coverings in the room. "You
will lose the picture in a
sea of harmony," he
warns.

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
a bad habit in medicine of
assuming that if you do not
understand something a
patient has, it is "all in your
mind." Impotence is a classic example. Recent studies
suggest that as many as
two-thirds of men in your
age group have a medical
reason, not a psychological
reason, for developing impotence.
That does not mean your
doctor is wrong. He could be
absolutely right and you
may feel guilty about sex
with a new partner after
years of a happily married
life. But before any man is
assumed to have psychological impotence he deserves a
proper medical examination. That includes blood
glucose measurements to be
sure that the man doesn't
have ,diabetes as a cause of
his impotence, measurements of testosterone and
prolactin. A surprising number of men develop an
increase in prolactin, the
hormone from the pituitary

gland under the brain that
stimulates milk formation
in women. If there is an
increase in prolactin, taking
bromocriptine usually
solves the problem.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 18-6,
Help for Impotence, which
will give you the latest
information on this problem. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with
a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio.
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
Combipres contains
Catapres (clonidine) which
has been reported to cause
impotence in from 0 to 24
percent of patients using it.
DEAR DR. LAMB — We
ate some salmon that was
not cooked thoroughly. It
was barbecued and the ends
did not get cooked through.
We found a worm,similar to
a pin worm or longer, in the
small part that was not

cooked through. The Health"
Department said it was possibly a form of tape worm
found in fish. Could you tell
me how I can find out if we
have this in our system?
What is the cure? I'm worried sick.
DEAR READER — There
is a fish tapeworm and it
can infect salmon and pike,
but tapeworms are flat, like
noodles. The only way to
identify them is from stool
examinations. They may not
cause symptoms except
anemia from their use of
vitamin 8-12 and -folic acid.
If you have a fish tapeworm
it can be treated with medicines taken by mouth. Your
story is another example of
the importance of adequately cooking one's food. Fish
frozen at minus 10 C for 48
hours will also be free of
any such tapeworms.
A common source of fish
tapeworm infestations is the
process of making gefilte
fish and sampling it in the
process.

THE ACES®IRA

G. CORN,JR.
are remaining at
Lackland for specialized
NORTH
12-20-A
training in security police "A pessimist is one who
feels bad when he feels good
• Q
field, studied air force for fear
VKQ1097
he'll feel worse
mission, organization and when he feels better."
•K J 7
—
+762
customs and received Anonymous.
EAST
special instruction in A pessimist will sever WEST
•J 10 9 8
•7 5 4 2
human relations.
find the way to beat today's •A3
416 5 4 2
Completion of this challenging game. It takes •6 5 4
•9 2
4AJ93
training earned each air- some desperate hope to find
•K 8 4
the winning play and hope is
SOUTH
the one main commodity a
•A 6 3
J8
pessimist lacks..
•A Q 1083
Dummy's spade queen
*Q 10 5
wins the first trick and a
heart is led to declarer's
Vulnerable:- Both. Dealer:
jack and West's ace. What is South. The bidding?
West's best hope to beat the
South West
North East
game?
Pass
141
Pass
The pessimist has no 1*
1 NT
Pass
3 NT
All
problems. He "knows" that
Pass
nothing will work for him so
he continues with a stolid
Opening lead: Spade jack
spade. Declarer wins gratefully, rattles off 12 quick firms his faith in
hope and
winners and concedes a los- daring; the pessimist
can
ing club on the final trick.
feel bad about the next
An optimist takes a deep hand.
breath after winning his ace
of
hearts. He knows that
Bid with Corn
David B. Tackett
declarer has the spade ace,
man individual credits he sees that dummy's hearts South holds: 12-29-B
toward an associate are solid and he has heard
#A 6 3
degree in applied science declarer bid diamonds. That
V J8
through the Community leaves the best chance in the
•A Q1083
club
suit.
So
instead
of
worCollege of Air Force.
+ Q105
rying about establishing a
possible club winner for
Slaves far out- South by leading away from North South
numbered the free his club ace, West should 140
2*
9
population in ancient hope that East has the club 2 NT
Roman society, ac- king (the diamond ace and
cording to the Academic the club 10 might alsb ANSWER: Three spades. A
forcing bid and invites openAmerican Encylopedia. work).
er to
Plutarch notes, in his At trick three, both spadeschoose between four
and three no trump.
optimist and pessimist
diaries ,that on a single should lead
a low club. This
day ill 167 B.C., 150,000 produces four quick winners Send _bridge questions to The Aces,
slaves were sold in one and a well earned plus P.O. Boo 12343, Dallas. Texas 75225,
with sell-addremed, stamped envelope
Roman market.
score. The optimist con- for reply.
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MANAGERS
SAVE TIME!

•wr

GTO
Increase Your Productivity With
Our Desktop Business Computer

446

48K 2-Disk
TRS-80
Model III

$2495
Our Most
Affordable
Business
Computer for

• Financial
Planning
• Electronic Filing'
• Forecasting
The Model III is the ideal computer to
• Word Processing save time and money,and to organize the
And Mailing Lists jobs every manager faces daily. Come
(Optional Printer) in today for a demonstration of our
• Investments and
outstanding Model III management

"The Natural Way to Lose Weight.

Our New Location
"The Village"
WI

A couple of don'ts, according to Klitzky: don't

0004609

Shari's story is easy to
relate to. She had never been
ayerweight until she got married and settled into a routine
of late night cooking and
snacking. She had never
seriously dieted before and
really didn't know how to except to starve. Shari knew
that if she didn't get started
on a diet, the weight problem
was going to get worse. She
had to do something. Then a
friend told her about the Diet
Center - after 8 weeks on the
well balanced diet Shari lost
30 lbs. and 323
/
4 inches and
she never felt better.
So come on girls and guys start the New Year with a
resolution to lose that excess
weight to look and feel better
about yourself.

'W. Ch.t C ATM" lAc

frame better in a flatfaced molding," be adds.

Look for a medical cause

Completes Training

their home by fire Dec.
21, will be Sunday, Jan. 3,
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Oak
Grove Cumberland

picture has strong lines
and dark colors, the
frame should be wider
than if the picture has
fine lines and light colors.
A picture with threedimensional qualities can
be enhanced by using a
frame that slants into the
picture, adding to the
feeling of depth, he says.
An action-oriented subject usually needs a
larger frame to contain
its motion.
"A two-dimensional
graphic poster seems to

Personal Finance

software.

Radioihaek

641 P4 753-0020 Murray, Ky.
-

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

SEE IT* YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK
COMPUTER CENTER. STORE,
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER

PRICFS MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES

AND DE AL E RS

P %GE $ THE MURRAI.k). LEDGER

TIMES. T•roda). Ik.eraiber 29. 1981

Vows Said At Chtinbh

Costume Jewelry Can Accent
Strong Points For Women
—You can shorten a
Long nose and make it appear smaller by wearing
large earrings with the
hair pulled back away
from the face. However,
don't wear earrings so
Large that it makes the
eyes seem smaller.
—If your arms and
hands are heavy, wear
bracelets and rings that
have moderate to wide
designs. Large rings or
several small bands will
make your fingers appear smaller. Conversely, a woman with thin
arms and wrists should
choose jewelry on the
delicate side in order to
play down their
smallness. A heavy
bracelet on a thin arm
will make it appear even
thinner.
—If your face is round
or if you're slightly
overweight, think long. A
round face will appear
thinner if earrings are
narrow,oval or pointed in
design. Avoid bulbous,
button shapes. The longer
the beads, the more oval
your face will appear. A
chain or necklace should
fall below the base of the
throat forming an oval.

NEW YORK (AP) —
You can play up your
strong points with
jewelry, which can be a
woman's best friend,
says Nan Wigger, fashion
consultant for a fashion
jewelry company.
"A woman can make
the most of what she's iot
by understanding
balance, proportion and
her own individual
style," says Ms. Wigger
of Trifari. "The right
type of necklace or earring can draw attention to
what's good about your
body and keep the eye
away from what isn't.
"Once you understand
the ABCs of accessorizing, you'll -find lots of
ways to improve upon
your looks," adds Wigger, who offers these tips
on making the most effective use of fashion
jewelry:
—Widen a long, thin
face with round earrings
and short, statementmaking necklaces. The
larger and rounder the
beads, the more width is
suggested. A lapel pin,
worn high on a jacket or
dress, will also give the illusion of a fuller face.

Knox Birth Listed
KNOX GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Elsworth
Knox, CR Box 194, New
Concord, are the parents
of a daughter, Corrina
Ann, weighing eight
pounds two ounces,
measuring 19% inches,

born Friday, Dec. 18, at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are
Charles Knox and Garnet
Brewer, McGregor,
Texas, and Irene Summers,Camden,.Tenn.

—If you have a strong
jaw line, it can be balanced with heavy jewelry.
Wear a fair amount of
good-size jewelry to offset the lean look that is
usually present with this
type of face. Dramatic
earrings with pendants
are one example.
— If your face is
perfectly oval, wear
medium-size earrings
and a flat close-to-the-ear
design that will emphasize the perfect shape
of the ear lobe.
—If you are largebusted, wear less. conspicuous pieces of
jewelry around your neck
and avoid pieces that will
draw attention. Never
wear a clip or a pin at the
depth of a V-neckline.
—You can lengthen a
short neck with earrings
that fit close to the ear.
Avoid making the neck
appear even wider by
wearing a tight choker or
a heavy necklace. Instead, choose a chain or
necklace of medium
length (16-18 inches) to
give breathing space between chin and jewelry,
giving the illusion of a
long neck.
—If you want your neck
to seem wider, choose
oval or round beads or
pearls as in a choker, or
wear a wide ribbon band.
—Choose jewelry with
an eye toward your body
scale. A tall woman can
wear longer necklaces,
wider bracelets and
larger pins than A shorter
woman, whose best
choice is delicate, lighter
pieces.
—Try your jewelry on
in front of a full-length
mirror. Study your facial
structure in a three-way
mirror to discover the
side of your face that is
more attractive. Usually
it's the left side.
Whichever is true foryou,
wear your accent piece
on the best side.
Wigger suggests experimenting with jewelry
to update last year's suit
or dress. "Nothing is
easier to spark up a
costume than using a new
chain, bracelet or pair of
earrings."
Glittering stones,
pearls and natural leaf
motifs are the leading
fashion jewelry accents
to go with this season's
fashions, says Wigger.
The natural looking
materials like goldentone metals, orientallooking jade, pearls and
the look of semiprecious
stones give women a
variety of accents to
choose from.

Joanna Ellen Fleming,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Del Fleming, 1005
Westgate Drive. and
William Dale) Orr, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Dan
Orr, Rt. 1, were married
in a candlelight
ceremony at First Christian Church.
Dr. David Roos and the
Rev. James A.
Thomasson officiated. A
program of music was
presented by Maxine
Clark, organist, and
Janey Kelso and Monte
Fisher, vocalists.
The Bride
The bride, escorted to
the altar by her father
and given in marriage by
her parents, wore her
mother's wedding gown
of silk organza over taffeta with a chapel sweep
train and long tapered
sleeves. Her veil of bridal
illusion was designed by
the bride and fashioned
by her mother.
She wore pearl earrings and a necklace of
three gold chains with a

Mr. and Mrs. Billy Dale Orr
now residing at

bit o Heights

The Murrayan also is
president-elect of Kentucky Library Association and is active in
regional and statewide

library programs.
Her community interests include Community Arts Council, Jackson
Purchase Historial Society and Governor's Advisory Board subcommittee on public relations.
The KHC is a public,
Kentucky-run grantsmaking foundation, according to Charlotte

Baer,council official.
Supported in part by
National Endowment for
the Humanities, the KHC
awards grants on a competitive basis to nonprofit community
organizations, institutions and agencies to help
support public
humanities programs
throughout Kentucky,
Baer said.

Heart Research Study Given
BOSTON ( AP) —
Monkeys that exercise
have healthier hearts,
and doctors say this
discovery adds scientific
evidence to the belief that
regular exercise will prevent heart disease in
humans.
The researchers found
that monkeys who sat
around in cages eating
high-cholesterol food
developed
atherosclerosis,the clogg
ed arteries that lead to
heart attack and stroke.
But. the animals that ran
on treadmills — the
monkey equivalent of jog-

ging — escaped most of speculated that exercise

Thursday,Dec. 31
Senior Citizens Centers
will be open as follows:
Hazel and Douglas from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and Ellis
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
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Overeaters Anonymous
will meet at 12:30 p.m. in
Classroom 2, M urrayCalloway County
Hospital.

ittri

11
•

Wednesday,Dec.30
Make Today Count will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at

Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Birth Reported

Winter Clearance

ic he Step

Tuesday,Dec.29
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly I Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center.
---—
Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. in
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

this damage,even though is healthy because people
who run have a lower inthey ate rich food.
\110
The study should en- cidence of heart disease.
Fraues Drake
some
argue
But
critics
courage physicians to
FOR WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 30, 1901
consider the potential these people might run
are
because
they
value of regular exercise
Whet kind of day will tamer- You at your word. Feelings
in preventing heart genetically more fit; and row be? To find out what the deepen in romance and
creilitivelowort is favored.
ioreeist sccRp
sirL
the
birta
s rogry read
disease, wrote Dr. Robert heredity, not exercise,;ren
your
A. Bruce, who reviewed protects them from heart
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 Me*
the latest study in today's attacks.
You'll meet with progress in
The monkey study was
New England Journal of
Completing unfinished tasks,
ARIES
directed by Dr. Dieter M.
Medicine.
(Mar.21 to Apr. 18) 41.6442% especially around home base.
The monkey study is Kramsch at Boston Relationships statstixe. In Flashes of inspiration aid you
the first to provide direct University Medical hancUing duties together, you in shopping.
litiA$t
evidence that exercise Center. His animals gain a deeper appreciation of SAGITTARIUS
will prevent heart disease worked out for an hour each other. Social contacts I No';'. 72 to Dec. 21)
prove helpful.
A valued friendship grows
three times a week.
in a primate.
Older friends are
stronger.
TAURUS
Another,
yet-to-be
Until now, many
helpful now.
particularly
20)
MaY
to
20
API.
(
researchers have published study by Cultivate a conscientious at- Capitalize on enhanced arKramsch shows that
titude to attain career suc- tistic apprecitation.
monkeys already af- can.Self-discipline brings the CAPRICORN
f 1 i c te d with respect of higher-ups. Roll up (Dec. n to Jan.
liZr
atherosclerosis get better your sleeves!
Career efforts pay off. It's a
HOLLINGSWORTH BOY Calloway County if they exercise.
GEMINI
good time to ask for a raise or
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Hospital.
"There was a regres- (May 21 to June 20) 1114
- plan major business moves. A
9
Hollingsworth, 1213
The mother is the si on of pre-existing You'll meet someone whose private tip will prove
Porter Court, Paris, former Elaine Tanner.
atherosclerosis," he said. outlook on life is similar to beneficial.
Tenn., announce the birth
Grandparents are Mr. "Their hearts became yours. It's a time to complete AQUARIUS
of a son, Loyd Daniel, and Mrs. Samuel Holl- larger; the blood flow creative Projects. Relation- (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
If you act according to the
weighing eight pounds 12 ingsworth, Paris,and Mr. was improved. And I ships grow deeper.
dictates of your conscience,
ounces, born Monday, and Mrs. Thomas Ken- would suspect it could CAf4CER
(June 21 to July n er•-41 you'll make a good impression
Dec. 14, at Murray- dall, Buchanan,Tenn.
happen in humans,too."
Matters of joint security are on others. Travel and cultural
• paramount now. You may in- affairs are accented.
••••••••••••••••••••
•
• vest in real estate. Aim for PISCES
long-range benefits and try to (Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X1U
It's a day for quiet acbe practical.
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complishment behind the
23to Aug. 22)
ityy
•
•
scenes. Keep plugging and
• Serious talks lead to revised you'll find the answers to
• viewpoints, especially with heretofore insoluble pro•
• close ties. Follow thorough on horns.
• & Goistatia Shaul,
• a creative hunch. Put intuition YOU BORN TODAY are
•
• to work.
creative, imaginative, and
•
• VIRGO
732 Fairlane
lgtjtk have a flair for communica•
•(Aug. 23 to Sept.'
72)
tion. Your natural verbal
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753-4647
(502)
•
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of responsibility. Your business and the arts. If you
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ability to wort long and hard put your talents in the service
hours now brings you of a cause greater than
yourself, you can make a fine
monetary rewards.
contribution as a teacher,
LIBRA
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(Sept. 23 to Oct. 72)
Seriousness of purpose br- reformer. Overcome a tendenfixed ideas.
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Sale Starts Wed.9:00 A.M.

Fleming, brother of
bride, and Michael Orr,
brother of groom. Mickey
Futrell, cousin of groom,
was ring bearer.
The guest register was
kept by June Murdock.
Reception
A reception followed
the ceremony in the home
of the bride's parents.
Marge Moyer was
hostess
After a wedding trip to
Nashville, the bridal couple is now at home at
Almo Heights
Out-of-town guests included Mr. and Mrs
LeRoy Golwitzer and
Keith Golwitzer, Zion,
Ill Mr and Mrs. Gilbert
Woodman, Waukegan.
Illy, Sandie Myers.
Palatine, III., godmother
of bride; Ellen Lundeen,
Phoenix, Ariz , grandmother of bride.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Dan
Orr, were hosts for a
rehearsal dinner at Colonial House
Smorgasbord.

Comm unity Calender

Trevathan Elected To Board
Margaret Trevathan,
director of Calloway
County Public Library,
has been elected to a fouryear term on statewide
board of Kentucky
Humanities Council.

single pearl on each
chain. Her bouquet was a
cascade of silk roses in
ivory, beige and rust
Melissa Miller was
maid of honor and
Patrice Fleming, sister of
the bride, was
bridesmaid. They wore
identical floor length
gowns of candlelight
ivory quuina with rust
colored capelets edged in
lace, and had sprigs of
baby's breath in their
hair.
They wore pearl-drop
necklaces, gifts of bride,
and carried bouquets of
rust and ivory silk
flowers.
Linda Thweatt, cousin
of groom, flower girl,
wore a rust gown and a
pearl-drop necklace, gift
of bride. She carried a
basket of rust and ivory
silk flowers.
Wedding flowers were
fashioned by Charlotte
Williams, cousin of bride.
Darrell Beane served
as best man and Thomas
Murdock as groomsman
Ushers were Daniel
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OPEN ALL DAY NEW YEAR'S DAY

MEATS

New Winter Hours
Starting Sunday
January 3rd
7 A.M.to 12 P.M.
Frail Stow! Nig(4 LB. Or Note)

FOR LESS!
TURKEY?
A

D

GROUND
BEEF

Wog
Rms .

99t

99' I

NOBODY HAS LOWER
PRICES THAN BIG JOHN It

00°

BAKERY

MEAT DEPT. BULK CHEESES
Wiscondo Metzler
haulm Cheek
Domestic Swiss
Not P•114,
Longhorn
Marko'Mod
Hoop Choose
SIN'Sharp
Jumbo Cook
Colby Welton'
Froth Or (by tho page)
La"
SMOKED JOWLS
Fmk Foot, Tolle, Mao Or Pork
NECK BONES
Moran Alosio
Ls.69$
PORK SAUSAGE
Fyn Boadia
uoz.79°
WIENERS
Satz Hawed
$149
luz.
LUNCHMEATS
Fresh
OYSTERS
12oz.$259

1leiFood
Iced/
$1 49

COFFEE
$1 59
RING
BIG JOHN'S DELI
1119 Jan 21 Pim
FRIED
CHICKEN
1100he
BARBECUE RIBS
Ing John Doll Me&
BAKED BEANS

Eschsi259
us 4269

94r

LB

EVERY DAY
OF THE WEEK!

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
Saran Wrap

MASTIC
WRAP
so Ft.99$
Psekor label
WORCESTERSHIRE
SAUCE
10 Oz.794
Packer label
SARDINES
40Z.59
Packer label
TAMALES
is049$
Packer label
PINEAPPLE
SUCES
2002.59t
Stoma & Nen
MUSHROOMS 4 Or594
Noodi-Opo
s cw499$
TOWELS

Hyde Park

CREAM
CHEESE

L

.013'

ProIrlo Forms

ICE
CREAM

Wan Bucket

297

Ore-Ida
HASHBROWNS 2401°9
Risk's
COFFEE
32Oz.89e
RICH
Melaka
WESTERN
DRESSINt' e oz79'
NyIo Pork *
14 Oz 31'
CLEANSER
12 Or Coos
V-8
6P.ki79
JUICE
Memel Noon
INSTANT
COFFEE
tool $397

rd
STRAWBERRIES

Picker label
TOMATOES
Packer label
GELATIN
Porker label
TACO
SHELL
Pocky label Solid
AIR
FRESHENER
Puke label
BOOK
MATCHES
Packer label
NAPKINS

iP iii1ON

,00.53$

Imo
TOMATO
JUICE

4.0194

iH ANWICH

15017'

60z43e
soc...35e
120 Cr.65S

SOUP

MIX

2P049

Puke label
SHOESTRING
POTATOES
7 co 99'
Hyde Pork Moak
COLBY
CHEESE
i 014269
La they
NOODLES
3 Or 51
Joy
DISH
220z $134
UQUID
Hot Perk
TRASH
BAGS
• oo cf$449
sew
MOUTHWASH u°LI
(Men

Polaroid

SX-70
film

Time
Supercolor

$744 Polaroid
Pak

iFstSanaeh RAO

SELTZER

25C1

$132

'p

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO 1.101!T OUAPITITIES
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FRESH PRODUCE
FOR LESS
Toon Roil
"
EFRUIT Es. 14.
Rai

;Rusk Es iv

Vow Met* 81, aim hedge. Department 011enetet voill be beppe to take

imp Mora 111•141 311*
ONIONS

watt fi beIià ha bosh*

Plodolion Rips
PINEAPPLE
law 12 Sits Es 990

29.

too NOBODY HAS LOWER
PRICES THAN BIG JOHN

•

S-1

S-2

S-3

R.
COLAS

54

Park
eeisup

\16 Oz. Pius Deposit

CORN
MEAL

\

Star kis.

•
C
•

•

50.59°
1

VOW

ism CHECK-OUT BONUS CERTIRCATE

TUNA
6 A 01

59'

WITH CHECK-OUT BONUS CERTIFICATE

WITH CHECK-OUT BONUS CERTIFICATE

WITH CHECK-OUT BONUS CERTIFICATE
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Iftd• Pork

Carnation

FUDGESICLES 22 robs"
)
"owe
SNACK
1 0199,
CRACKERS

Ksolokr

BUTTER
PRETZELS

HOT COCOA
MIX

MOZZARELLA
1149
UPO

CHEEZ WHIZ

ORANGE
JUICE

Kteft Sl
$159

Knit

si oz69,

MIRACLE
WHIP

320z$137

Vluie

SWEET
PICKLES

79

Red Woe Seeteee Poppets',' Chem $11

PIZZA

9

Kroft

Kiwi Maki 4111•41

64 Oi

0,$129

AMERICAN
CHEESE

12 Oi

$159

004 Pork Kotho

ICICLE
PICKLES

24 ch 99,

160z$11i9

01

BIG JOHN STORE
iliENCH ONION 0,

DIP

39$

tit
STEAK
FRIES

PRICING POLICY
Overall, no supermarket will
have lower prices than Big John.

21949s

BLUE
BONN ET

put a note

Margarine

;44ARIARINE

any

If you ever find
item (excluding weekend sale items) in
any other full line supermarket
priced lower than Big John's,
please
in the Price
Policy box available in our store.
We will check the item and
adjust prices!

1.49'

YOU ALWAYS PAY LESS AT BIG JOHN
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO UNIT OtIARTTTIES
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Sanders Plays Reserve Role
With Watchful Eye On Future
It was pure happenstance, but Murray
State University coach
Ron Greene was looking
for a strong, inside player
at the same time Rob
Sanders was looking for
an opportunity to play in
a quality program.
Sanders was a natural
to respond to Greene's
needs and the Racer program was perfect for
Sanders.
"I feel good about the
step up to college basketball," says the husky 6642, 210-pound product of
Sullivan, Mo. "Of course,
I must adjust to playing
with better competition.
But if I work hard enough
the playing will come this
season."
Sanders has been a
valuable reserve off the
Murray State bench and
played a key role in helping the Racers to eight
wins in their first 10
starts. Sanders saw action in both Ohio Valley
Conference games this

year and tallied six points
againts Akron.
He also participated in
the dramatic two-point
win over Notre Dame at
South Bend.
"I knew when I came
here it would be hard for
me to start right off,"
said the soft-spoken
Sanders."But this type of
competition will make
me a better player. I
could have gone to a
smaller college with no
problems, but here I have
to really work for it. I like
that."
Sanders earned allstate recognition while
helping Sullivan to a 28-4
record and a fourth place
finish in the Missouri
Class AAA state championship as a senior.
He averaged 23.3 points
and 10.5 rebounds his
final season and was
credited with 1,554 career
points and 891 career rebounds for his three
seasons as a regular for
coach Marshall Schafferkoeter.

The Murray State
coaching staff has been
impressed with the progress of their talented
new recruit.
"Rob has adjusted well
into our system f-Ind h4s
bright future ahead,'
said Greene. "He has the
frame to be a real
physical player and is a
good medium range
shooter with the strength
to be effective around the
basket."
Waiting for his chance
on a team with an abundance of inside depth,
Sanders has caught the
eye of the Racer staff in
recent games.
"I come to practice
now with the objective of
making the starters work
hard for their positions,"
said Sanders. "I also
have to keep myself
ready to play when I'm
needed. Coach Greene
demands that freshmen
know the basics and don't
make careless
mistakes."
Sanders is confident

that he will make a more
significant contribution
as his game matures.
"I believe we can win
the conference and make
a good showing in the
NCAA playoffs this
year," said Sanders. "I
would like to contribute to
that effort."
"Also, I would like to
e era ually earn allconference and start on a
successful team in the
future. I usually get what
I want and if I work hard
enough, I'll do it."
Tonight Sanders and
the Racers return to
regular season action
when they participate in
the Evansville Holiday
Tournament. Murray
State begins the night's
doubleheader when they
play Eastern Illinois
I 6:35 p.m.).
Host Evansville and
Tennessee Tech play in
the nightcap.
The losers of tonight's
games meet at 6:35 p.m.
Wednesday while the winner's play at 8:35 p.m.

Evansville Penalized

Technical Called On Announcer
EVANSVILLE, Ind. players and coaches
AP t — Larry Calton along - the Evansville
doesn't think that having bench expressed their
a technical foul called displeasure with the call
against him while broad- and were whistled for a
casting a University of technical foul.
Evansville basketball
When the official went
game is any big deal.
to the scorer's table to
Jim Byers, athletics report, he heard Calton
director at the university continue the criticism. He
doesn't agree and intends was promptly slapped
to talk to Calton about it.
with a technical, which
The incident in question doesn't often happen.
took place when UE was
Not one person familiar
playing Pepperdine Dec. with college basketball in
19 in the finals of the Evansville can ever
Malibu Classic tourna- remember a technical
ment in California. With foul against an anthe Aces leading 71-59 and nouncer. Not even an of2:51 remaining in the ficial with the National
game, an Evansville Collegiate Athletics
player was fouled while Association could
going up for a layup.
remember a similar inciAs often happens, dent.

Although the I2-point
lead- the Aces were enjoying suddenly disappeared, Evansville held
on for a 77-69 victory.
Even so, the situation
"could have been
disastrous,." according
to UE sports information
director Ken Lee.
Byers, who •did not attend the game and learned of the incident only
recently, criticized
Calton for his action but
indicated no formal sanctions would be placed
against the broadcaster.
"We can't condone an
announcer getting a
technical on the team,"
he said. "We will express
our concern and the expectation that it will not

SAVE — SAVE! SAVE

D&T
Warehouse
Food

SANDERS SWIPE — Racer reserve Rob Sanders
(51) takes a swing at the ball held by an Akron Zip.
Sanders has been seeing increased action as a Murray State backup player. Tonight Sanders and his

happen again. We can't
jeopardizo our team's
chances by having conduct unbecoming an announcer."
Calton said the. comment was not made
toward the official directly but concerned game
action. It was an on-theair comment," he said.
-Obviously I knew he was
standing there and could
hear me, but it wasn't a
slam toward him."
According to Dave
Cawood, public relations
director for the NCAA, a
technical foul against an
announcer would be
handled in the same manner as a similar infraction against a team
member.

UK Grid Staff Named

Claiborne Hires Five From Maryland
LEXINGTON. Ky.
( AP ) — Six assistant
coaches have been named to the University of
Kentucky football
coaching staff being
formed by new head
coach Jerry Claiborne.
Five of the new
assistants were with
Claiborne at Maryland,
the school Claiborne left
earlier this month in
order to replace fired UK
Coach Fran Curd.

.4

You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D & T
Is The Lowest In Town

FOR

THE PARTICULAR

Will Be Closed Thursday, Dec. 31st and
Friday Jon. 1st in preparation for our
Parkay

Potatoes

Margarine

Trail Blazer

Dog Food
49

$3•

Close
New Year's
Da

Crackers

69
8 Pat
16 Oz.
Plus Deposit

ace.Affre.4/vc.t

Our CHECKING ACCOUNT is the Best in town because it offers you
1. 51
/
4% interest paid monthly
2. No monthly service charge
3. No minimum balance requirement
It's that simple and that good!

WHY WAIT ANY LONGER?
Do It Now! Check with us today!
iiitAirMARKET

CERTIFICATEI;InTm

12.698%

Jf0172E

$1139

SAVINGS AM)LOAN ASSOCIATION

SAVE
•-Ai*Att

school ranks at Pickens,
S.C., Hopkinsville and at
Ashland, where he won
the state title in 1967.
-Strock, who will handle
the defensive backs, was
a co -captain of
Claiborne's first team at
VP!. He coached offensive receivers for two
seasons and defensive
backs for three years at
Virginia Tech and went to
Maryland with Claiborne.
Sharpless, who played
under Claiborne at
Maryland in 1973-74, was
on the Terrapin staff
from 1977-80. Last year he
coached outside
linebackers at the
University of Richmond.
Glaser came to Kentucky in 1977 from
Morehead State, where
he was defensive coordinator for two years. He
is a former head coach at
Louisville St. Xavier
High School, where his
teams won state championships in 1974 and 1975.
Sharpless and Glaser
have not been assigned
responsibilities with the
team.

Then you must NOT be CHECKING with HOME FEDERAL!

25 lb.

Nabisco or Zesta

coach, was with
Claiborne at Virginia
Tech from 1966-70, and
was defensive line coach
at Florida State for two
years before joining
Claiborne at Maryland in
1973.
Eisaman will be returning to Kentucky as the
quarterback coach. He
was the quarterback and
co-captain of the 1959
Kentucky team.
While an officer in the
Army, Eisaman coached
the 1st Calvary Division
to the Far East championship and also coached the Fort Knox
Tankers. He spent three
years at Louisville
Seneca High School
before joining Claiborne
at VP!in 1966.
Eisaman later was offensive coordinator at
Cincinnati for three years
before rejoining
Claiborne at Maryland in
1972.
Hallum, a former head
coach at Morehead State,
will work with the offensive line at Kentucky. He
coached in the high

au'vow
„).A1,x4.4v1.±

1 Lb.

Gal.

BIGGEST
SALE EVER!
Sale Starts 8:00 A.M. Sat.

48

$1 89

Coca-Cola
Sprite
or Tab

MAN

Downtown Murw

Jgtictititgbant isNar,

20 Lb.

1 Lb

Those five include John
Devlin, Jerry Etsaman,
Jake Hallum, Terry
Strock and Rod
Sharpless. Claiborne also
said that Bill Glaser, an
assistant under Curci,
will remain as an assistant with the Wildcats.
Claiborne said he will
fill two more positions on
the staff, but is in no
hurry to fill the vacancies.
Devlin, the linebacker

Cgraham &. Jackson

SAVE!

Racer teammates are in Evansville for a two-day
holiday basketball tournament. MSU plays Eastern
Illinios in the first round.

1201 Main. Nlurray, Ky.
759-1630
LENDER
Mame °Nice 1601 Broadway Phone 442-9171

Regeletica praldiles COOPIP
Federal regarloties rearalmse•
velmeerstial pawky ler sok
walidreeral hem eartiRedies
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Minnesota's Rout Highlights College Action
By BARRY WILNER
APSports Writer
It vas simply a case of
one team having all the
That team was the Minnesota Gophers, who
marched all over Army
79-37 in the opening round
of Pillsbury Classic Monday night. The ninthranked Gophers' victory
was the most impressive
on a busy night of college
basketball festivals,
classics and holiday tournaments.
"Going in, we felt we
may have the best 10
players on the floor, not
one or two best," said
Minnesota Coach Jim
Dutcher. "It is hard to
fool guys when you are so
much bigger and faster."
Army Coach Pete
Gaudet wasn't that impressed with the Gophers
— for the first 10 minutes
at least.
"We did what we
wanted to do. If we had

continued to play our
game, we could have
made it respectable," he
said, referring to the
small 21-15 lead host Minnesota held at that point.
Then the Gdpher reserves
went on a 14-2 tear and
Minnesota was ready for
the finals, against
Arizona.
"It was without question our best defensive
game,"added Dutcher.
Gary Holmes paced 6-1
Minnesota with 17 points.
Arizona moved into the
championship game with
a 64-59 decision over Montana State. Gregg Cook
and Jeff Collins combined
for 34 points and led a 1402
spurt in a four-minute
span of the second half to
put the Wildcats on top.
In other tournament action involving ranked
teams, No. 1 North
Carolina edged Penn
State 56-50 in overtime in
the first round of the
Cable Car Classic in Santa Clara, Calif.; No. 2

Wichita State nipped
Fullerton State 70-67 and
No. 20 North Carolina
State beat Michigan State
67-46 in the opening round
of the Rainbow Classic in
Hawaii; No. 7 Missouri
took Southern California
65-58 to win the Winston
Tire Classic; 12th-ranked
Alabama routed
Delaware 84-62 in the
Best Holiday Classic in
Portland, Me.; No. 19
Villanova edged No. 11
Indiana in the ECAC Holiday Festival in New
York; No. 15 Oregon
State fell to unbeaten
Idaho 7 1-49 in the
semifinals of the Far
West Classic in Portland,
Ore., and 18th-rated
Houston edged Purdue 5958 in the opening round of
the Sugar Bowl in New
Orleans.
North Carolina, fresh
off a decisive victory over
then-No. 2 Kentucky
clear across the country
in New Jersey,

slumbered through much
of its game with Penn
State in Santa Clara,
Calif. But Sam Perkins
hit two free throws with
two seconds left in overtime for the triumph.
The Tar Heels, 7-0, who
were led by Perkins' 23
points, meet Santa Clara,,
which beat Texas Christian 78-63.
"They needed a game
like this just to shake
them up," said Coach
Dean Smith:
"We knew it would be a
tough game, and I don't
think we were looking
past them," Tar Heel forward James Worthy added. "They played real
physical and it was the
first physical game for
us."
Tony Martin hit four
free throws in the final 24
seconds to preserve
Wichita State's eighth
straight triumph. Antoine
Carr led the Shockers
with 20 point's and Martin
had 170i

Fog Shrouds Tar Heel Bowl Victory
JACKSONVILLE, Fla.
(AP) — Ethan Horton
and Rod Elkins capped
long North Carolina
drives through a dense
fog with one-yard
touchdown runs in the
third period, lifting the
11th-ranked Tar Heels to
a wild and eerie 31-27
Gator Bowl triumph over
Arkansas Monday night.
With pea soup fog virtually obscuring the field
of the waterfront stadium

on the St. Johns River in
this northeast Florida
port town, North Carolina
drove 85 yards in 13 plays

yards and a touchdown on
a one-yard plunge in the
second period, added a
four-yard scoring run
midway through the final
following the second-half
quarter.
kickoff to snap a 10-10 tie
North Carolina, runand went 80 yards in 10
plays on its next posses- nerup in the Atlantic
Coast Conference, wound
sion.
up with a 10-2 record.
Horton, who rushed for
144 yards while splitting
tailback duties with
Kelvin Bryant, who paced the Tar Heels with 148

Arkansas, the fourthplace team in the
Southwest Conference,
finished 8-4.

SCOREBOARD
High School
Basketball

College
Basketball

LOUISVILLE, By.(API — Here are
the top ranked teams in the
Kentucky boys high school basketball
poll, with first-place votes in parentheses,records and total points:
1.North fLardin (3) 9-1 170 •
2.Laurel Co 131
6.0158
3.Virgie
9-1 154
4.Lex Bryan Station (1 8-1 149
5.Lex Henry Clay
9-3 139
6.Lou Mak(1)
54 132
7.Sbelby Co
8.1127
11.Boyd Coil)
114 124
9.0wensboro
6-0 94
10.Ft Thos Highlands 114 71
11.Paducah Tilghman 8-1 62
12.Rowan Co
9-1 60
13.Mason Co
64 45
14.Carliale Co
9.1 39
15.134110rd Memorial 6-3 34
16.Aahland
64 29
17.Clay Co.
9.2 X
16.Grayson Co.
104 25
19.Elizabetbtown
6-1 24
20.Lou Manual
5-2 18
Also receiving votes, listed
alphabetically - Betsy Layne, Clinton
Co, Fairview, Henderson Co, Lex
Lafayette, Lou Doss, Lou Iroquois, Lou
St. Xavier, Lou Valley, Mayfield, McCreary Central, M.C. Napier, Middlesboro, Pulaski Co, Todd Central,
Union Co.

North Carolina, an 8269 victor over previously
unbeaten and then No.2
Kentucky, remained the
top team in the
Associated Press' college
basketball poll for the
fifth consecutive week.
The Tar Heels, 7-0,
received 50 of 53 firstplace votes and 1,055
points in the weekly
balloting of a national
panel sportswriters and
broadcasters, easily outdistancing second-place
Wichita State, which
received two first-place
votes and 988 points.
Wichita State replaced
Kentucky, which dropped
from second to fourth

eneUrilt 8
9

THE FULL SERVICE RESTAURANT
WHERE PARTICULAR PEOPLE
GO TO EAT

r

DAILY LUNCH SPEC1ALS—f
11 a.m.to 3 p.m.

following a nationally
televised defeat to North
Carolina. Virginia moved
up one notch to third.
Arkansas received the
other first-place vote and
advanced from sixth to
fifth. San Francisco,
Missouri, DePaul, Minnesota and Iowa round
out the First Ten.

North Carolina's
powerful ground game
was abetted by a strong
defense which kept
Arkansas bottled up most
of the fog-shrouded night.
The Razorbacks scored
on a 66-yard bomb from
Brad Taylor to Derek
Holloway in the opening
period, Bruce La hay's 28yard field goal which tied
the score 10-10 four
seconds before halftime,
and added 17 points on
two touchdowns and a
deliberate North Carolina
safety in the final 5:05
which made for a wild
finish.

Forward Scott Parzych
scored 18 points to lead
NC State to its victory
over Michigan State.
Center Steve
Stipanovich scored 15
points and grabbed eight
rebounds for Winston
Tire winner Missouri.
Guard Jon Sundvold, the
tournament's most
valuable player, added 14
points and -six rebounds
for the 8-0 Tigers.
Forward Ricky
Frazier, who was ejected
from the game with five
seconds remaining in the
first half for throwing a
punch at one of the Trojans, added 12 points for
Missouri.
Alabama stormed to a
46-22 halftime lead and
coasted, with Bobby Lee
Hurt pouring in 24 points,
including several crowdpleasing dunks. The
Crimson Tide takes on
host Maine, an 80-64 winner over New Hampshire
in the Best Holiday finals.
Villanova, which trailed I9diana by 12 points in
the second half, spurted
to victory as freshman
Ed Pinckney — who grew
hp in New York — hit for
22 points. A game-tying
basket in the final six
seconds by the Hoosiers'
Steve Bouchie was
disallowed because teammate Randy Wittman had
stepped on the end line
just before passing to
Bouchie.
The Wildcats take on
Big East rival St. John's,
N.Y., in the Hpliday
Festival final tonight. St.
John's edged Kansas 7675 on Kevin Williams'
three-point play with 26
seconds remaining in the
opener.
Surprising Idaho's
romp over Oregon State
began early as the Vandals burst to a 10-1 lead.

lifetime mark against Illinois State to 18-1.
Toledo and Illinois advanced to the finals of the
Blade City Glass Classic.
The host Rockets bombed
Yale 0118 and Illinois
beat Bowling Green 56-51.
Rhode Island defeated
Arkansas-Little Rock 13U and will face run-andgun Lamar, which
scooted past Western Illinois 83-57, in the AllCollege Tournament in
Oklahoma City.
Host Marquette moved
into the Milwaukee
Classic championship
game against Arizona
State. The Warriors rode
Glenn Rivers' 24 points to
a 96-84 decision over East
Tennessee State and the
Sun Devils upset
previously unbeaten
California-Irvine 88-73.
Rivers spent a week in
traction for a back ailment but showed no signs
of discomfort Monday
night.
"I felt I had to come in,
take charge and play as
hard as I could," said
Rivers, who was released

from the hospital on Dec
23. "If I can play like this
every time. I wouldn't
mind being in traction
again."
Arizona State held (al.
Irvine All-American
Kevin Magee to 16 points,
14 below his average
Vanderbilt overpowered Austin Peay 7455 and takes on Alaska Anchorage, which eased
past Drexel 63-55, in the
Music City Invitational
finals at Nashville, Tenn
Texas AiiM beat
Miami. Ohio 73-53 to earn
a spot in the finals of the
Las Vegas Classic
against the host Runnin'
Rebels, who blew by
Loyola, Calif., 92-75.
Northern Iowa made
the championship game
of its own tourney by taking Cornell 82-70 and will
meet Nebraska, a 63-57
winner over Air Force.
At the Senior Bowl in
Mobile, Ala., South
Alabama beat G rambling
91-69 and plays
American, which downed
N.C.Wilmington 70-59, for
the crown.

INTRODUCING

NEW

BIG BUCK
Calf & Mule
Svet Feed 11 % Protein
$750
•

100 Lb.
.••••••••••••••••
Try Our Other Sweet Feeds
Special Calf $65°
Horse Feed $900
7-1 Hog Feed $700
Shelled Corn $625
Snow & Ice Salt $225 50 Lb
••

Scores
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ID 10

•

41•

•
•
••
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
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Round Bale Hayfeeders $725°

EAST
Detroit 65, Duquesne 61
Virginia St. 87, Cent.Connecticut 82
SOUTH
Fla Southern 90,Siena 95
Georgia 53, Georgia Tech 42
Tn.-Chattanooga 48, Tenn.-Martin 42
MIDWEST
Cincinnati 17, Colorado 76
DePaul 74, Illinois St. 51
Indiana Tech 75, Findlay 73, 20T
FAR WEST
California 66,San Diego 60
Fresno St. 48, New Mexico St. 41
Idaho St. 79, Long Beach St. 72
Montana 64, Cal-Santa Barbara 61
Nev.-Reno 100, Humboldt$1. 56

Buchanan Feed
753-5378
ON SALE
NOW

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Ken Owens had 22 points
to lead Idaho into the Far
West finals against
Oregon, which edged
Portland 048.
"The Vandals whipped
us at five positions all
night long," said OSU
Coach Ralph Miller. "We
just got beat tonight
royally by a team that's
so much better than us,
it's terrible."
No. Id Houston, with
Rob Williams scoring 19
points — including two
crucial free throws with
just over a minute to play
— squeaked by Purdue.
The Boilermakers had
two chances to win in the
final minute but Kevin
Stallings twice missed
jump shots.
The Cougars take on
Louisiana State for the
Sugar Bowl title. LSU
knocked off Wake Forest
70-64 as Howard Carter
put in 20 points.
In a non-tournament
game, No. 8 DePaul beat
Illinois State 74-58. Terry
Cummings had 24 points
and Skip Dillard added 18
as DePaul upped its

hone

Cfru )
%i, 753-2571
APDVYARt STORES

r"—
'1
L.

Industrial Rd.

PURINA
CHOWS

Murray, Ky.

SIRLOIN Sal'OCKADE
- MY*Iggt
WELCOME IT WITH US!

DINNERS FOR TWO

Steak For Two
$995

2-8 Oz.Steak Filets
$995

WITH POTATO,BREAD & DINNER SALAD

SEASONED JUST RIGHT & COOKED
TO PERFECTION
SERVING CHOICE STEAKS,LOBSTER
PASTA AND SANDWICHES

For catering call

2— Steak-N-Stuff
$ 95

753-1314
KEEP THAT GREAT GM

_FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

2 — Steak-N-Mushroom
$695
"WwW.%•0*.awso.Wwww.wf000w"voonswoo.nowak,,,..

19$1 Buick Riviera
Br own ond beige two tone, beige cloth Id'
terior, loaded, moon roof, 1 4,xxx miles

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
641 S.
753-2617
GINZIPAL MOTORS taws DIVISION

Murray

Our big U.L. listed Omni 105, rafe-d at
a powerful 19,500 BTUs per hour. can
See a demonstration today
keep Working hands Warril when the
building season turns chilly Runs up
4o 38 hours on lase-than -1.99 gal4oris -Alit& .
of kerosene. Unlike the kerosene heaters you may be used to, Kero-Sun
offer smokeless, odorless operation
And because Kero-Sun Portable
Heaters don't depend on electricity '
they're easier to move around the job.
The mg news in horns heding.

KEROSUti .

Includes 35 Item Salad Bar
& Homemade Soup, Choice Of
Potatoe & Texas Toast
FREE Refills For Coffee, Tea & Soft Drinks
Open Sun.-Thurs. 11-9
Fn.& Sat. 11-10
On 12th St. Bel Air Center Murray, Ky.

753-0440

tit Irt MINK 11 . Ks.

A
— I

I to .1a% .ii. II I ialio

r
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Convalescent Aids
& Home Health Care Center

BEGLEY'S
DRUG

offers the in-home patient: .
• wheelchairs • ostomy supplies
• hospital beds • surgical supports
• oxygen kits • bathroom aids

STORES

plus. a wide selection of exercise equipment
Sales and rental plans available
or call toll her l-800-432-0920

Central Shopping Center Hwy. 641 N. Murray 753-4025
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun. 12-6

Charge It!

PillhIGLCS
PM)
CHIPS
rflarle FIN
DINO

Plates

Hershey's
Dial '

Pringle's

Big Block

Deodorant
Soap

Potato
Chips

Candy Bars
Milk Chocolate, Almond, Krackel,
Mr. Goodbar, Et Special Dark

Family Size
2 pack

Original Style
Twin Pack

Prices Good Thru Jan. 4th

Quantity Rights Reserved

We Care About Your
Q-Tips

Good Health

Cotton Swabs
Box of 170

Revlon

Maalox

Eye Coloring
Stick
DOUBLE ENDED
Creamy formula for
easy application,,
waterproof,
double ended, and
dermatologist tested.

Brew Starter

Maybe11'ne

SOPA TNT
t4
ss

Liquid Antacid
12 Oz.

Lip Gloss
• Frosts _

Coffeemaker
Preset your GE Coffeernaket and wake
to a fresh cup of coffe.! Imak 2 10
cups of coffee, with wIrrtto,
'
ACII
Fo, UPSET STOIll
p. MDT ACHES
and PAINS

Dexatrim

All-Night
$
Skin conditioning
lotion
8 oz.
Get hands that feel
soft and smooth with
a little help from nature.

1.2 gallon

1414

99Triaminic-12

Inhalant

Temporarily relieves; nasal congestion,
r
i mwrieffsisNINAgaim,, itchy and watery eyes, sneezing
- and running nose. Box of 10
riaminic-12

Steam Medication
2 oz

T

29

0,0, Nasal Dec,q*VontrAro,,Tus,ommo

Pink or
1
A„ Family Lotion $
8 oz

III each

Save Money with
Begley Products

Double Bed Single Control

Snow Sled

1995
Windshicid
Washer
Anti-Freeze

ausimummumermomm
111515.1ri r

Bottle of 60

$1.
9

Electric
Blanket

Challenger

A

20 time release capsules
The strongest 12-hour formula
available without prescription.

Kaz

Rose Milk

36 foil packets

Extra Strength

Worthall

Vaporizer

For upset stomach
- Or headache ------

Twin Prints
Develop & Print
Specials
12 exp roll
. 24 prints

20 exo roo
40 prints

24 exp toli
48 pr.nts

317 447 497

994

1 oallon.

BEST

COP'
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6. HELP WANTED

7. NOTICE

7. NOTICE

11 Model Dawn
12' by 55'For Saie.
Call 753-0193
alter600 p.m.

LEO'S GRAND
OPENING,
HUE
GOLD-SILVERGEMS
DIAMOND
DRAWING.

NOTICE
Will clean gutters and do
yard stork. Call
after 5 p.m.
759-9638. Ask
for Carl.

Swish: Dimes/ Peadasts
$12-421. Sala 1 dab
$4.411. Size dews ries
$6.80. Wee* don while
yes wadi sad wait.
Antral 33% load crystal
fer Weary-dam. Net fancy, eat expensive. lacated
in Caisson Realty (rear)
404 N. 1216 753-9899.
Neese Tees.-Sat. I sad eat
Sae. Gad Sas.

Two Fina Service
Stations. Fully equip
ped, make excellent
fast food marts. Mother Goose night and
$100,000. terms availa- day care now open. 201
ble. 443-1020 Paducah, N. 16th St. 753-0191 or
4 9 2 - 8 9 0 8 .
Ky. 42001.
6:30a.m.-5:15p.m. and
6:30p.m.-10: 30p.m. 2
years and up. Will be
open New Year's Eve.

FREE

$10.00 Gift Cer-

tificate whim you
caw into the stare.
Use Dow or kW es
floe perches, of KENNY ROGERS JEANS,
(mess or woolens) sr
mans and moons
lints. New Shipment
Wieldy.

Vernon's
Western
Store
Olympic Plus
753-7113
9-9 Deily
1-I Swim

GOLD 11,
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.
Olympic Plaza
14K Gold chains 16"
$12.95
14 K Gold Chains 11'
$16.95
Floating Hearts $2.15
Free Gold Gift With
Each $50.00 Parches.).
Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
753-7113

WANTED
Experienced immiapr
for mi established
retell store in Murray,
Kentucky. Mist be
wiling to work has,
hard hours. We %rash the merchandise
sad location. Ys. furnish the sales and we
both share the profit.
Most company paid
honefits. Write to:
P.O. Box 1040F - girls asperioncs sad
salary regeirsmants.

Need someone to tend
2000 pounds burley
base, 2 acres dark fired
base. Have plenty of
buildings. Kirksey.
Clint Colson 489-2888,
753-1682.
Part-time help.
753-3773.
RN's for ICU. Immediate openings at 4comm un it y Hospital
Mayfield, Ky. for the
11-7 shift. Full-time or
part-time. Excellent
salary and benefits.
Contact Nursing Services Office at 247-5211
Ext. 103.
Widow- can't live as
comfortably on income
as use to. Likes children, will provide room
and board in- nice home
in return for responsibility of 1st grade
boy, while single father
works 3-11 shift. P. 0.
Box 1040 E Murray, Ky.

THE APPLE TREE
16. HOME
SCHOOL provides 3. CARDOF THANKS
FURNISHINGS
quality child care and
educational programs There is no way for us to
ompact or dorm room
for ages 2 and older. contact each person refrigerator, stereo
would
I
so
individually,
Openings for a limited
system with tape and
number of children are like to take this oppor- record player. 753 7989
"Thank
say
to
tunity
now available. 1503
box
Stadium View Dr. 753- You" to all our friends, Oak twin size bed,
family, co-workers, and springs and mattress in
9356.
acquaintances for their excellent condition.
Watkins specials. Black
help and assistance Fruitwood stain. Repepper, vanilla, men
'during my son, Paul's asonabte price 474 2317.
thol camphor ointment.
illness and the injury to
Trevor or Geraldine
my arm. You mean 20. SPORTS
Mathis 753-8284.
more to us than words
EQUIPMENT
can ever express. Your
prayers have helped us Like new Thompso much. Thank You. sonContender. 44 mag
Betty Reed and Family.
single shot handgun.
Responsible party to
10in, octagon barrel
5. LOST & FOUND
with new 2.5 TI scope.
take up payments on
Lost a cat. Large male, Will sell or trade for
like new piano.
black and brown double action or autostriped, semi-long hair. matic handgun. $250.
Answers to name Can be seen at NorthsRalph. Call 759-1551. ide Murray Manor Apt.
Small reward.
F-5 after 4:30p.m.

WANTED

CLAYTONS
753-7575

YOU LEFT YOUR CLOSET
LIGHT ON ALL NI61-1T...

SPINET CON
PIANO FOR SALE
Wanted: Responsible
party to take over
-. Cam be son.
Write Mr.
Powers, Sox 327,
Carlyle, Illinois
62231.

PIANO
FOR SALE
Warted: lapsable nay
te assume sad mad*
pauseats ea spiaticeaseie
-.Ca be sea lady,
Write: (baled' plies.
wataber) Croat Maamisr,
P.O. Sez 521, lakeseyer,
IL 62219

Five room upstairs
T
oedroom duplex. apartment near down
newly decorated, quiet town
Utiliti•s fur
area near univesity
Call in -alter
flushed
$210 monthly 753 0096
noon, 753 4445
Brand new 2 bedroom
HOUSES FOR RENT
duplex in Northwood
25" color $39.95
air,
and
Central
heat
19" color, 13" colFive room RQUSe. 2
carpeted, patio and
bedrooms. double gar
or, 19" B/W
carport
Refrigerator,
ape, large lot in Dexter
stove, dishwasher. dis
Phone 527 7323
posal, and washerdryer
753-757
hookup Extra cabinets 5 room house, bath and
Also upstairs
and closet space
No utility
children. No pets $700 and closets 753 9673
28. MOBILE
month
Deposit $285
HOME RENTALS Call 753 3018 after
43 REAL ESTATE
8 00pm
2
Trailer for rent
Extra large furnished 2
Purim & Thomas
bedroom near Murray
bedroom upstairs
2611.
laserlace &
489
No pets.
apartment
Water fur
teal Estate
flushed, central gas heat
Smatiside Court Sq.
BUSINESS RENTALS and air Couple
preferred $165. No pets
Merrey, Koatacky
753 1203
753-4451
Extra nice furnished
MIA
apartment 1 block from
I Viteirelseerse
university 753 2967

largo
Selection
Used TV's

CLAYTONS

Stomp Spots
Foi. Root
7S3-47S$

23 EXTERMINATING

Building, 1360 sq ft,
formerly occupied by
Dishes N Things, in
Dixieland Shopping
Center on Chestnut.
Days call 753 7972,
nights, 753 3018.

MURDER
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

32. APTS. FOR RENT

Phase 753 3114

4.MISCELLANEOUS
85 gallons of Butal
Alcohol, 30 gallons of
Assitone. Call 436-2418.
AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS, bookcases,
music centers, etc.
Reasonable. 436-2566.
Carpet. 150 yards 5
years old. 753-3672.
Firewood. Order now
and burn seasoned wood
this winter. 436-2758.
Firewood. Seasoned or
unseasoned. $25. rick
delivered. Call 416 2744
after 5pm.
Large office desk and
chair, 2 12ft. sections of
commercial shelving,
double roll paper cutter,
2 rolls of gift wrap-ping.
753 7989.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Mixed
hardwoods 18" 24"
available. $27 50 a rick
delivered. Call John
Boyer at 753 8536.
Small super market in
excellent condition in
Mayfield Ky. 502-247
1461 or 247-5961 after
7:30 pm.
Wood for Sale. $25 a
rick. Call 489 2101 or
489-2231

UJHO CARES]
.
)

Two bedroom apart
ment unfurnished
Stove, refrigerator,
disposal, central heat
and air, carpet, utility
room. Lots of cabinets
and closet space. No
pets. Lease and $190.
deposit. $190. a month.
No college students.
Available Jan. 1.• 7591750.
One bedroom furnished
apartment. Partial
utilities paid. $140. per
month. No pets. Call
753 9741.
One bedroom, kitchen,
bathroom, living room.
$150. month. $100. de
posit. Call 753-9251 or
753 5414.
One or 2 bedroom
apartments for rent at
Embassy Apts. Call
753 35300r 753 4331
Two apartments and 1
trailer 2 and one half
miles east of town. Very
reasonable. Call 753
8848 before 9pm.
Two bedroom apart
ment for rent. Range,
oven, refrigerator, dis
hwasher, disposal,
washer and dryer
hookup, air, carpet. No
pets. One year lease and
$225 deposit required.
$225 per month. Call
753 1622 or753 3865

YOU'LL CARE WI-IEN

YOU GET UP SOME

MORNING/AND CAN'T
START YOUR CLOSET

64,11,
%,t11

wadi

j-- c le

ANY COLOR 15
RESTFUL TO
50JGGO

4
9

ARE
YOU DOING,
ZERO?
WHAT

I JUST READ
AN ARTICLE
ABOUT GRAVITY

zzz)

a Ng
Aim.

A •

Dec Z1

IF TI-IERE SUDDENLY

WASN'T ANY GRAVITY,
WE'D JUST &O FLYING

4i*

OD 1981 Untied Feature Syne:locale

01

DON'T SAY I DIDisl'T
WARN YOU

OFF INTO

SPACE

5

itar
0135ERNIN,A MOVENT OF

PCOR BUMSTEAD...NOTHINC7 BUT
BILL

- IL.Etsic-E FOR O'JR DEARLY
DEPARTED
PANG-iECK

tir

12-29

500R90 AND THE
JUDE,IN MY CELLS!
I "THOUGHT I'D
NEVER SEE THE
DAY. HOW DID
YOU DO IT e

MR FARME14,
GOT YOUR BEAN9.0UT'
130 acres more or less of
some of the best land you
could farm west of Cottage
Grove Old house and tobac
co barn both need repair ,
less than $IAM leper acre
GENTLEMAN FARM 98
acres, large 3 BR home
game room, den. living
room,formal dining room 2
fireplaces, 3 far garage. all'
strip. 70 acres open, barn
and more' Make an offer
HOG BUSINESS READN
FOR OPERATION
acres with 4 acre tobai, o
barn. new farrowing house
auger feeding, 2 ponds, 60
acres open, grain bins, plus
extra nice farm house Low
100's Will trade for nor
home in or near Paris
MR. BIG FARMER 416
acres. appros 300 acres
tillable, black top road fron
tage. 4 BR house, farrow
house, gestation barn, 4
storage bins, complete
workshop and equipment sh
ed Priced at 11390,000 00
Could be sold in smaller
acreage tracts
1)0 YOIIWANT TO FISH
MY PONDS & HUNT IN MY
WOODS' 106 acres can be
purchased as4 whole or in
tracts.8650 00 per acre
W OULD MAKE A
PERFECT DAIRY Olt
B EEF' CATT1.0
FARM 150 -items more of
less 2 barns, equipment oh
ed, all fenced. 2 year round
creeks, all this plus three
bedroom home with full
basement 8160,000 00
180 ACRES more or less en
cellent row crop farm near
Como Tn 11% financing
available 95 acres adjoining
may be purchased with this
farm Call today
204 Acres of Henry ('ount. s
Finest" This is for the farm
he
specialist in every way
out buildings are superior
25,000 bushel grain bins
large 2 story home. 170
acres of Memphis loam soil,
quality hog operation Don't
look anywhere until you've
viewed this farm
MOODY
REALTY
COMPANY
414 Tyson Avenue
Paris, Tennessee 38242
901442-5093

ISN'T HE WONDERFUL!
ONE MORE
IN 2L4
CHANGE,CHIEF„.
HOURS,
A
THEN I'M
YOU'VE
DEVIL!
BLASTED
FINISHED
CHANGED
DEMON!
HERE.
THIS TOWN!

Take This
Homp...PIease!
No kidding, owner
must sell. He's
been transferred
from Murray to
Omaha. He's leaving behind an
assumable loan.
Poor guy!'.We've
.got every confidence this home
will sell within the
month. Three
bedrooms with
delightful decor,
beamed ceiling
greatroom, practical utility and
fenced yard pro:.
vides home for
your family. Dial
753-1492 now.
HALFWAY TO
HEAVEN
or maybe even
closer
Row cropping,
livestock or a combination of both tobacco barn,
milkhouse, farrowing house, year
round spring-fed
creek runs through
the property into a
30-acre water shed
lake. Oh yes,
ladies, there is a
four bedroom
brick home
pampered by its
owners. What
more could you
ask? How *about
financing you say?
We have that also
on this 203 acre
country estate.
Dial 753-1492 for
your personal
brochure on this
estate. After hours
dial 436-21M

Now
IIIETTA INS,INTIK.
aaanalla

FAILABLE

aggim
753-1222

1200 Set T.*.
Muncp, Kenturti 47Q71
1502) 753 14193

FOR
RENT
You will love this
cosy 3 bedroom
house in Lakeway
Shores. If you are
economical you
may heat with
wood.
In the City' A
dream house. two
bedroom, central

gas heat, completely redecorated. Got
a large family'
Want to heat with
an Ashley wood furnace' See this four
bedroom on 2 acres.

/1134111111

& PIll)P11111 M4N4C.14111.41

Newly re decorated 2
bedroom brick, 8 miles
southeast of Murray
Married couples only
Deposit
References
Call 492 8594
Three bedroom bousein
Aimo Heights $275 per
month Call 753 8411

SflS Lrvinic..
INEM&AM11.
New Listing
Quality 4 bedroom
home near Murray 37 LIVESTOCK
High School, fresh
SUPPLIES
on the market. Bull for sale, 2 year old
Home has been
hereford 436 5377
redecorated
Feeder pigs Call 489
throughout, in- 28511
sulated to TVA
Your choice- gaited 5
Year old, pinto mare or
standards, and
gaited sorrell gelding
chain link fence ad- aBoth
gentle enough for
ded around
young riders and both
backyard. Ex- spirited enough for
seasoned riders $800
cellent location and
Call 753 0214
excellent priceupper 50's. Contact 38 PETS SUPPLIE
Kopperud Realty, AK C puppy for sale
753-1222 for full Siberian Huskies,
Boxers Ready Jan 6
details.

New And
Nice

Another home we
have just listed is
this 2-story English
Tudor in Canterbury Estates. Four
large bedrooms,
formal dining
room, living room
and den. Select
your own color and
style carpeting and
kitchen appliances
in this beautiful
residence nearing
completion. Before
you select your
dream home, you'd
better look over this
excellent opportunity. Over 3,000
square feet under
roof. Phone any
Home Team
Member at Kopperud Realty, 711
Main in Murray.

re)

4

HE
DID
CHOOSE
IS
SLUGGO
RESTFUL
A
HIS
COLOR?
FPAINTING
BEDROOM
TODAY
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22. MUSICAL

Shout.
Realty
Office Cast te Cast
Boyers hew Everywhere
Reliable Service Since 1984
1912 Ceaweter Real
surrey, leatecky 42071
(502)753-0184
Anytime
JOE L. KENNON
Broker
ticeasad & laded

await)
7531222
HOMPos MR U111116-

My Own
Kentucky
Home
Beautiful 4 or 5
bedroom, 3 bath
Gatesborough
home on a double
lot. There are two
heat pumps with a
humidifier, central
vacuum system, intercom, automatic
garage door
opener, wet bar,
and two patios.
Everything you
need for comfortable, leisurely
family living. Call
for an appointment
today, 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty.
We are members of
Multiple Listing
Service.
Distinctive
Home
Beautiful 3
bedroom home on
Highway 94 just
West of Murray City limits. Formal
dining room, living
room, den, large
game room,
tastefully
decorated
throughout, Private
setting ard convenient lOcation
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty in
Murray.

Registered Keeshound
puppies for sale
753
7989

44 LOT S F QR_SAL E
Approximately 44 acres
on corner of Penny road
and Spring Creek
Church road Call 489
2425
45 FARMS FOR SALE
33 acre farm country
home 3 bedrooms, 7
buildings 1300 a month.
A month advance rent. 1
753 52S1
references
after 6pm
H

IA

s_Eni•Am

Two bedroom with den
Living
or 3 bedroom
room and bedroom
Has new
carpeted
natural gas, central
heat and air, TVA
insulation
Also has
attached apartment
completely furnished
with separate utilities
and 12x16 tool shed
Located 2 blocks from
university and elemen
tary school "Many
extras" 753 7956.
3 bedroom brick house
Carpet throughout, 2
bathes, large living
room and den 2 car
garage with large stor
age robin Calf 40.11-45
or 753 2493
The Addle Jones house
in Stella Call 489 2526
nights
Very nice very livable
new 3 bedroom house
Waiting for the right
family. Call today 753
3903 You can afford this
house'

49 USED CAR
1974 Ford Station Wa
gon Drives good, new
$575 or best
inside
offer 753 9672
1976 Monte Carlo. Very
clean, good condition
$1/100 497 8574
1977 Delta Royale
1980 Citation
52500
$4800 Call 753 9400
1979 Ford Thunderbird
302 engine, power, air,
new tires Sharp $4500
Phone 489 1717
For sale or trade 1977
Malibu Classic Landau
See at 1803 College
Farm Rd

For
Sale
1977
Ford
Granada
Ghia.
Whin MIS
Good condition,
clean, good fomily
car. Asking 52,3N.

Call 7531311 after 5
p.m.

USEDCARS

FOR SALE
1941 Calms Sidsaisille
larene Caws. Ose mac
LOH alas.
1904 Peados Gan/ Psis
14,011.0... we Neese.
1981 OW Geese 0.111
else.

P1110011S
Oldeaabie.
Peseta, Callas
14045. Sae
/534315

50 USED TRUCKS
110 GMC Van Conver
Fully customized
sion
with refrigerator, sink.
stereo, couch (converts
into bed), rally wheels.
custom paint and cap
a
chairs, 13,000 miles
Reply to 753 5014

5) SERVICES
OFFERED

ROOFING
BUNT-UP & SHINGLES
elereaces. Al wbst
asetst•iste•ti. Fr••
Estiseabse. Col 759.
I SS9 ee 7534 I.
ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
Aluminum
and trim
trim for brick houses
Jack Glover 753 1873
APPLIANCE SER
VICE, KENMORE,
WHIRLPOOL and
70
WESTINGHOUSE
years experience
Bobby Hopper, Bob's
Appliance Service, 703 S
5th 753 4872 or 753 8886
Alexander Septic Tank
Vacuum
Cleaning
cleaned from your
InOustrial,
driveway
residential, or com
24 hour
mercial
service Call 153 5933
All your plumbing and
air conditioning needs
Also do carpentry, pain
ttng, roof
All
ing and concrete
work done to sattsfac
tion 753 2211
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
For free
Sears
estimates call 753 2310
Automobile mechanic
will do work on auto
matic and all gasoline
engined trucks All work
Call 437
guaranteed
4546
Concrete block and
20 years
brick work
Free es
experience
ttmates Call 753 5476
Fence sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs
For your lime hauling
and lime spreading,
white rock, gravel,
sand, coal hauling
call 753 4545 or see Roger
Located 10
HUdson
miles east on Hwy 94,
Furniture Stripping and
:TrZip-air'OTT 71T741711General hauling Lime,
white rock, rip rap,
morter, sand, lumber,
ties and machinery
Call 753 6626 after 6pm
Guttering by Sears
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
Call
specifications
Sears 753 7310 for free
estimate.
K & K STUMP REMO
VAL Do you need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
) We can re
stumps'
move stumps up to 24
inches below the
ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips Call
for free estimates Bob
Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435 4319
Need work on your
trees' Topping. prun
mg, shaping, complete
removal and more Call
BOVER-S-TPEE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care
753 8536
P rofessional
paperhanging, painting,
farm buildings, top,
sides, commercial or
Call
residential
Tremon Farris
759 1987
•
T J CLEANS CHIM
Unclean chum
NE YS
ney is a dangerous
Call collect
chimney
247 7874
Will sharpen hand Saws,
chain saws and skill
saws Call 753 4656
SIC8188 Ca.
AMIN al visil
tit's§ Iris furl.
MINIM

Menem. COI Will El
Bailey, MAN.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
225 t.P. Mkt St. lawns hew Canwestly(wow)

Specializing Is %osier Citizies
Nair Cots moo '
%mem Shove led Mikan $2.75
Opm Noon
Alm., Taos., Than., Fri., SM.
1-12 - 733-361S
6

OBITUARIES
Rites Today
At Gravesite
Graveside services for
Francis A. E. Calvert,918
North 16th St., were today
at 2 p.m. at Murray
Memorial Gardens with
Dr. David C. Roos officiating.
Pallbearers were Ray
Diehl, Joe Haslett,
William Calvert, John
Kurtz, Joseph B. Wells
and Ed Mazunik. Military
rites were also conducted
at the gravesite.
J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home was in charge of
arrangements.
Calvert, 75, died Sunday at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Mrs. Carson's
Services
Wednesday
Services for Mrs.
Beverly Carson, wife of
Jackie Carson, Rt. 2, will
be Wednesday at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home
with the Rev. Wayne
Carter officiating.
Burial will follow in
West Fork Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Carson, 23, was
pronounced dead on arrival at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Monday
at 6:40 a.m.

Ilerraiwr 2,, 1181
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Senior To Attend Conference
Cynthia A. Meyer, Farmington, Mo., senior
radio-television major at
Murray State University,
has been selected as one
of 25 students to attend
the College Conference of
the International Radio
and Television Society
(IRTS) in Glen Cove,
N.Y., Feb. 3-8.
The College Conference
will run concurrently
with the IRTS FacultyIndustry Seminar. Dr.
Robert H. McGaughey,
chairman of the Depart-

t1

Meyer, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur F.
Meyer, is the fourth Murray State student selected
for the conference in the
last five years. Others
were Kevin Finch,
Eureka, Ill.; Jackie
Hays, Paris, Tenn.; and
Donna Simmons,
Moscow,Tenn.
Recently named to

Who's Who Among
Students of American
Universities and Colleges, Miss Meyer is an
honor student with a 3.51
academic standing who
has made the Dean's List
each semester at Murray
State. She has been the
recipient of several
scholarships, including
one honoring Dr. Ray
Mofield and one sponsored by Alpha Epsilon
Rho broadcasting society.
Miss Meyer is currently the assistant news

director of MSU-TV
Cable TV 11 and
producer-host of a variety talent show on the station. She has also worked
as a reporter and a
technical crew member
for MSU-TV, as well as in
promotion and news for
WKMS-FM, the campus
radio station.
The 21-year-old student, who has a minor in
advertising, plans to
work in broadcasting
commercial sales or production upon graduation
in May,1982.

Police To Help Holiday Drinkers
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - The Louisville
Police Department is offering free rides home to
New Year's Eve partygoers who don't want to
take a chance of driving
home on tjgeir own.
From midnight New
Year's Eve to 5 a.m. New
Year's Day, the Transit
Authority of River City
will furnish bus rides to
anyone wanting them.
And from 10 p.m. to 6
a.m.,six Yellow Cabs will
be available to transport
over -enthusiastic
revelers, on a first-call.
first-served basis.
The cab drivers'
salaries will be paid by
Mothers Against Drunk
Driving (MADD), a

Blodgett Named To Group
Murray State University professor Dr. Frank
Blodgett is among new
members named to the
Advisory committee of
Federal Funding for
Education.
Gov. John Y. Brown,
Jr. recently appointed 22
members to the newly
formed commission. It
will advise on the formula
to be used to distribute
Kentucky's federal funds
from Chapter 2 of the
Education and Consolidation Improvement Act
block grant to local
education agencies.
Members will also advise the Kentucky
Department of Education
on use of the block grant
funds retained at the

ment of Journalism and.
Radio-Television at Murray State, has been invited to participate in
that seminar.

state level for agency administration,
strengthening and special
projects.
Chapter two of the
block grant, or Title II,
consolidates 28 programs
including such areas as
basic skills, school
library resources, community education, gifted
and talented, health and
career education.
The new committee is
made up of classroom
teachers, parents and
local and regional school
administrators, as well
as members of local
boards of education, institutions of higher
education and the state
legislature.

group which is trying to
keep drunken drivers off
the road.
"We get no enjoyment
out of making drunk driving arrests," said Sgt.
Carl Yates, a spokesman
for city police.
Yates said that in the
past six New Year's
holidays, there have been
384 traffic accidents and
152 drunken driving ar-

rests in the city.
"We wanted to do
something about it and
came up with these alternatives," Yates said.
-We feel this is a positive
approach to the problem."
Those who ignore the
department's alternatives and insist upon
climbing behind the
wheel will find that police

2 Exist
3 Actor
Mineo
4 Gift
5 Warning
device
6 Earth
goddess
7 Grain
8 Grasp
9 Iterate
10 Landed
11 Small rugs
16 Tidier
20 Weirdest
22 "One these
days..."
23 Peruse
24 Old pronoun
25 Sun god
26 The Grande
or Ebro
30 Inters
32 Dillseed
33 Departed

Answer to Mooday's Puzzle
A
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0
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A
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A

A

A
A
tv4
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A
A
A
A

"We're putting extra
patrols in five areas of
Louisville that have
typically seen lots of accidents and drunken driving arrests on past
holidays," Yates said.
"We're going to arrest
any driver under the influence of alcohol or
drugs."

Hog Market

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Grate
5 Keyed up
with
interest
9 Ranch animal
12 Sandarac
tree
13 Shakespearian king
14 Guido's note
15 Montana's
capital
17 Scale note
18 Fruit seed
19 Withered .
21 Bards
23 Banner
27- late
28 Intone
29 Tease: SI.
31 Label
34 Diphthong
35 Boring
38 Negative
39 Recent
41 Fish eggs
42 Mature
44 Near
46 Appraise
48 Dollar, pound
Or franc
51 Those people
52 Unusual
53 And: Lat.
55 Advantageous
59- the line
60 Saucerlike
bell
62 Flower
63 Transgress
64 African
antelopes
65 Sow
DOWN
1 Cheer
-

are out in force.

sin

36 Female deer 48 Speck
37 Boils slowly 49 Aroma
40 Roam
50 Burglar
43 NJ's neigh54 Heavy weight
bor
56 Enemy
45 Tellurium
57 Employ
symbol
58 Conducted
47 Ruffians
61 Greek letter

Federal-State Market News Service
December 29, 1911
Kentucky Purchase Area • Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1213 Est.650 Barrows & Gilts
1.10 Lower Sows under 501-1.00 lower over
500 mostly steady
$39.75-40.25
US 1-2211-244 lbs
139.25-39.75
US 2210-224 lbs.
5311S-39.25
US 2-3 2511-270 lbs.... ........
Sows
........
829.34-29.32
lbs.
279-3,50
US 1-2
$32.00-36.50
US 1-3 310450 lbs
136.54-31.50
US 1-3 450-510 lbs. ... .
Some 39.01
821.00-29.00
US 1-3 540-650 lbs .
US 2-3300-511 lbs
Boars 231026.00

Stock Market
.

Industrial Average

- I 14

.37%
Air Products
American Motors.
2% .141
Ashland
31% unc
American Telephone ....
51146 unc
Chrysler ........... „3k• unc
Ford
17 'to
G.A.F. ...
.........
. 13% At
General Dynamics ...
... 25% + to
General Motors .. . .
31% + to
General Tire
21% unc
Goodrich....
....
. 21% -%
11% +
Goodyear
,our
Gulf Oil
361
Heublein
34% +1,4
56% +to
I.B. M
Jerico
111%6 1115A
K-mart
15% -%
261, .to
Penwalt
Muster Oats
35%
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
. No Trade
14 +
Wendy's ..
C.E.F. Fund
. 12.69

In 1971, Britain switched to decimal currency
after 1,200 years of dealings based on 12-penny
shillings.

Echnes From The Past

•

Phones More Convenient
Have you ever
wondered what life was
like without all the inventions that we all take for
granted today? I do,and I
have also wondered about
how these conveniences
were received when they
first came into existence.
The other night, I was
reading a book written by
a former friend and
fellow employee, Ken McCutchan. When I lived in
Evansville, Ken and I
both worked for radio station WIKY. He has since
then retired and written a
book about his home
town, McCutchanville,
Indiana, a small town
outside Evansville.
One section of his book
deals with early transportation and communication. I want to quote from
this section, concerning
the telephone.
"One of the greatest inventions actually to link
people together was the
telephone. We do not
know exactly when the
first telephone was installed in the community,
but I know from the story
of my grandfather's britches that my family had a
telephone as early as
1900.
"That was the year the
house burned. When the
neighbors rushed in to
help save the contents of
the burning building,
some of them went
upstairs and started flinging clothes and bedding out the windows.
One of the items, grandfather's Sunday britches,
caught on the telephone
wire and hung there until
they burned at the house
went down. The britches
themselves were no great
loss, but it happened, as
they discovered later,
that grandpa had just
sold a crop and had a considerable amount of
money in the pocket.
"The first telephone
lines were privately built,
usually linking the homes
of related f/milies or
close friends. On the sixth
of March, 1905, members
of the various lines met at
the McCutchanville Hall
for the purpose of

organizing a telephone
company for their mutual
benefit. Three weeks
later, on March 27, the articles of the association
were presented. The
amount of capital stock
was set at $10,000 to be
divided into one thousand
shares at $10.00 each, and
the corporation was named the Southern Indiana
Telephone Company.
"A central exchange
was set up in a little house
on Browning Road that
stood until 1960. Mr.
Rough was hired as the
first operator.
Subscribers paid the exchange $1.00 a year for
service, which began late
in 1905. The first switchboard was not purchased until 1914.
"For the first nine
years the service was
rather primitive, each
line running into the exchange being connected
to a bell. When a party
wanted to make a call, he
rang the bell by turning
the crank on his phone at
home. The operator then
had to determine which
bell was ringing. He
would plug in to find out
who was to be rung, and
then connect the two lines
with a patch plug.
"There were not too
many lines in those days,
but they were crowded.
Some had as many as 25
parties. Each residence
had its own signal - a
combination of long and
short rings. Ours, I
remember, was two
longs, a short, and a long.

JIM/ER

The following names
were drawn from the jury
drum in open court Dec.
15 and are summonsed to
report for jury duty in the
Calloway District Court
on Friday, Jan. 15, 1982,
at 9 a.m.
Leo Davis Alexander,
James Wilburn Brame,
Glenn Harold Colson,
Danny Cossey, Thyra C.
Crawford, Floyd B.
Dawson.
Eleanor Gatlin

•DA

Blackeye.
Peas 20 lb 1 449

FREE
CASH!

Frosty Acres

Broccoli
Spears 24 lb $209

--

_
y4A,

t

Frosty Acres

CAULIFLOWER

24th.$

Brussel! Sprouts
Ellen Tower Won

Brenda RiCh Won

$1000.00

$100.00

$100.00

Oren& Rich $100.00
Huntingdon,Tennessee
Margie Stigell $50.00
Camden,Tennessee
Steve Bunton $100.00
Camden,Tennessee
Norma Rippon $100.00
McKenzie,rannewn•
Ruth Prather $50.00
Huntingdon,Tennessee
Frank Pruiett $60.00
McKenzie,Tennessee

Rosalyn Rozell $50.00
Covington,Tennessee
Jerry Castsel $1000.00
Paris, Tennessee
Lorene Crutchfield $UVA)
Paris, Tennessee
Gracie Dunlap $100.00
Perla,Tennessee
George S. Marsha* $100.00
Paris, Tennessee
Mary A. Bowman $50.00
Parts,Tennessee

PLUS HUNDREDS OF STEAK AND COUPON WINNERS!

sale

Guaranteed Tender

Better see the new -vent
reliable -A B D,ck 990
plain paper COpier
The 990 has all Of the -mint
wanted features of machines costing 50% more
-including the versatility
to make 11 a 17 copies
copy both sides and use
most any kind of paper, including overhead transparencies and labels

No Chem.For Cawing, Wrapping
Freezing

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.
Plane 753-1601'
NOURS;7:00-5:00 ROL -Fri.

- Call us today

W. Accept Ned
Stings

116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD
247-5912

"Only Federal Inspected Meet Market In Murray."

YOUR FIRST GAME TiCKET
CAN MAKE YOU A VKINNER ,

•••01
,
1 .111.

You can

24 oz 12 cons

Sides of Choice Beef
29

107$. 3rd St.

WIN INSTANTLY
OR COLLECT TO WIN

WIN
1000

FAMILY SHOE STORE'S
LIQUIDATION SALE
ALL MERCHANDISE REDUCED

THOUSANDS OF PRIZES!

G.,Ie.. I.f ••••••
r re,or•r mow r G• tow.

PLUS

00 C000001

2 And Less

WIN FREE CASH ... AND SAVE MONEY!
No Exchanges No Refunds

BEST

COPY AVAILABLE

•••

Copier on
the blink?

200 Lb. To 275 Lb.

52150.00 Cash Winners
Teresa Conger,$100.00
wawity,
Ed Lindley, Jr. $50.00
Paris rarinswaii
Ellen Tower $100.00
Paris,Tenneseee
Bill Martin 00.00
Paris,Tennessee
Shirley Cozart $50.00
Crump,Tennessee
Homer Harris $60.00
Covington,Tennessee

$1 899,
$2169

24 lb.
•--

Frosty Acres

Jerry Casteel Won

Diuguid, Belinda Elkins,
Kent Forrester, Matthew
W. Fulkerson, Jack M.
Glover, H. Crawford
Hanley, Steve Ray
Harper.
Jo Ann Hatcher,
Richard Dale Hatfield,
Linda K. Haygood, Donna
Marie Heathcott, Rollie
Nelson Henson, Dee
Halcomb.
Carl Wayne Hosford.
Sue Watson Hutson,
Michael H. Ingersoll,
Frank Allen Kodman
Jr., Larry Gene Kjosa,
Wilson Odis Lovell.
Ben B. Nix, Thelma M.
Keese, Charles Walston
Olree, Martha Rhea
Page, Ray .Eugene
Parker, Lubie E. Parrish.
Johnny Lee Reagan,
Paulette S. Reed, Francis
C. Richey, Larry Joe
Salmon, Ophie Lee
Steele.
Chester L. Wildey, Bobby Douglas McDowell,
Robert David Perrin.

899

Frosty Acres

Orange Juice

S.

Four long rings was an
emergency alarm.
Everybody answered
that one, which was
usually a signal that
somebody's house or
barn was on fire.
"Since all rings on the
line rang at every house,
the whole neighborhood
knew who was getting a
call and everybody on the
line could listen in.
Sometimes, if too many
listened in at once, the
current was cut so much
that the two parties trying to converse could
hardly hear each other.
"Arthur Huebner
relates a story about trying to make a phone call.
When Mr. Rough, who
was a very gruff old man,
finally answered and took
the number, he said,
'That line's busy. I told
you yesterday that line is
busy.'
"Service was Considerably improved when
a switchboard was purchased in 1914 from the
Kellogg Switchboard
Company for the sum of
$300. This system continued to 'operate until
1953 when the company
was purchased by the.Indiana Bell Telephone
Company. By Feb:Nary
1954 the new automatic
exchange was completed
and all the old battery
phones were replaced by
the dial system."
Next week 1 will ihelude another excerpt of
life in McCutchanville in
the old days.

District Court Jurors Listed,
To Report For Duty Jan. 5

Frosty Acres

WIN

By Judy Maupin

510 Main, Murra ,K .

